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British ready for showdown;
give Argentina last chance
By The Associated Press
With its troops poised to attack
Stanley in the showdown battle of
the Falkland Islands war, Britain
has offered Argentina a lastminute chance for an "honorable"
withdrawal, but says there seems
little chance the Argentines will
back down.

A senior government source in
London said the estimated 7,000
Argentine troops bottled up in the
Falklands capital can leave with
their weapons and under their battalion colors.
"We will be quite happy for
them to withdraw in any
honorable way without, for exam-

Ambassador embarrassed
after United Nations vote
By O.C. DOELLING
Associated Press Writer
UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
Thanks to crossea signals by the
Reagan administration at the
United Nations Security Council,
Ambassador Jeane J. Kirkpatrick
first vetoed-a resolution calling for
a cease-fire in the Falkland
Islands conflict, then tried vainly
to retract the veto and change her
vote to an abstention.
"Of course I'm embarrassed.
Anyone would be embarrassed,
wouldn't they?" Mrs. Kirkpatrick
told reporters after the Friday
evening vote.
"Breathtaking, absolutely
breathtaking," muttered the
British ambassador, Sir Anthony
Parsons, shaking his head over
the American flip-flop. In Versailles, France, sources said today British Foreign Secretary
Francis Pym was "dismayed"
and "furious" by the turnabout.
First, Mrs. Kirkpatrick had
raised her hand in unison with
Parsons to veto the cease-fire
resolution aimed at halting the
undeclared Falklands war between Britain and Argentina.
Minutes later, new instructions
arrived "from Paris by way of
Washington" telling her she
should have abstained.
President Reagan is in Versailles, outside Paris, for an
economic summit meeting.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. is with him. Sources at

the summit said today that Haig
had ordered the attempted reversal.
Mrs. Kirkpatrick tried to
change her vote, but it was too
late. The resolution was dead
anyway, killed by the British veto.
Britain, the United States,
France, China and the Soviet
Union have veto power as permanent members of the 15-nation
council.
Mrs. Kirkpatrick said the mixup
"did not happen because of
disorganization of our policy process ... It is a kind of an example
of the complexity of trying to
make quick decisions under conditions of vast separation of policy
officers in the government. So I
don't think there is any special
mystery about it. It's unfortunate.
But I think it's perfectly
understandable:
Asked by reporters if the new instructions came with an explanation, she replied, "Listen, I was
getting little pieces of paper and
whispers in my ears. It's not exactly a situation in which you get
large explanations."
In explaining the American
vote,she told the council that,"affirmed in the veto of my government,... is the principle that force
should not be allowed to triumph
in international affairs."
Then, to a surprised hall, she
said:
"I am told it is impossible for a
(Continued On Page 2)

Messenger publisher
dies suddenly Friday
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Ray Edwards, 62, publisher of
the Mayfield Messenger, died suddenly Friday afternoon.
He became publisher of the
Mayfield newspaper on March 1,
1957. During his tenure as editor
and publisher of the Messenger,
he was active in community affairs. Edwards served on the planning commission for 10 years,
headed a United Fund drive, served as president of the Civic Music
Association and served on the
Mayfield-Graves County Industrial Board since its inception.
As a Deacon and Elder in the First
Ray Edwards
Presbyterian Church, Edwards
was trustee of the church from
Edwards owned and operated a
1979-81. He also is a past president grocery store in cooperation with
of the Rotary Club.
his brother from 1945 to 1948 when
In 1964, Edwards won the top he entered the University of
editorial award in the Kentucky Alabama. He graduated from U of
Press Association contest and the A with a bachelor's degree in jourpaper has received approximately nalism in 1951. He completed his
70 awards over the years for vir- master's degree in 1952.
tually every classification of the
While in college, Edwards letcontest.
tered two years in tennis, was
Edwards has served on the president of the Press Club, vice
board of directors of the Kentucky president of Sigma Delta Chi, proPress Association and of Southern fessional journalism fraternity
Newspaper Publishers Associa- and served as a dormitory
tion.
counselor. He was elected to
He is president of Messenger Who's Who in American Colleges
Newspapers, Inc.; president of and Universities.
Metropolis Media, Inc.; president
Edwards joined the advertising
of National Cable News; and vice staff of the Spartanburg Heraldpresident of Murray Newspapers, Journal in August 1952. He had
Inc.
worked part-time for two years
A native of Ellis County, Texas, for the Tuscaloosa News advertisEdwards was born Dec. 27, 1919. ing department while in college.
He lived in Huntsville, Ala., from
He joined the Goldsboro News1921-26 and his family moved to Argus in December 1953 and was
Decatur, Ala., in 1926. After announced as advertising director
graduating high school in 1938, he in July 1954.
became assistant manager of an
Edwards is survived by his wife,
A&P store and was drafted into Laura Jane (Lolly) McAlister Edthe U.S. Army in October 1941. Ed- wards; one son, Ray M. Edwards,
wards went through basic training 21; and one daughter, Laura
at Fort Belvoir and then First Ar- Branum Edwards,18.
The family requests that
my Headquarters at Governor's
Island, N.Y. He was a draftsman memorial gifts be made to the
-- and photo interpreter for-First Ar._ -First --Presbyterian Church- _inmy, Engineer Intelligence Sec- Mayfield.
Funeral arrangements are intion, and was discharged in
August 1945 as a technical complete at the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield.
sergeant.

pie, signing surrender documents
or any of that type of thing," he
said.
The British Defense Ministry
flatly denied reports from Buenos
Aires that Argentina has airlifted
another 2,000 troops into Stanley
to reinforce its besieged garrison
at the Falklands capital, but Britain maintained its news blackout
on current British military action
on and around the islands.
At the United Nations in New
York, both the United States and
Britain vetoed a resolution in the
Security Council calling for an immediate cease-fire in the South
Atlantic conflict.
Minutes after the vote, U.S. Ambassador Jeane J. Kirkpatrick
received instructions from the
Reagan administration that she
should have abstained. She blamed a communications delay for the
mixup.
British Ambassador Sir Anthony Parsons appeared flabbergasted by the American flipflop. "Breathtaking, absolutely
breathtaking," he was overhead
muttering as he strolled away
shaking his head after the
meeting.
Nine members of the 15member council, including the
Soviet Union and China, voted for
the resolution sponsored by
Panama and Spain. France and
three other members abstained.
Parsons told the council before
the vote that the resolution "in no
way" met his government's demand for an "inseparable link between the cease-fire and immediate Argentine withdrawal
within a fixed time limit."
(Continued On Page 2)
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YOWTCH! — Veterinarian Norman Jeters has a captive audience — and three patients — for serum injections during one of the rabies clinics sponsored Friday by Calloway County Health Department. The three
pups — Jack, Jill and Queenie — received their shots at Lynn Grove. More than 700 animals have received
rabies vaccinations during the clinic's schedule.
Staff photo by Duane Spurlock

Attorney general subject to inquiries
should investigate his finances,
department sources say.
The department's criminal division, aided by the FBI, is coninquiry
ducting a prelimi
osecutor law
under the speci
into Smith's acceptance of a
$50,000 severance payment from
Earle M. Jorgensen Co., a California steel firm, the sources said
Friday night.
In addition, the department's internal investigators are looking
orders arrived in time. British into whether Smith's acceptance
diplomatic sources interpreted of the payment and his investment
the flip-flop as a softening of sup- in two oil and gas drilling tax
port focirritain in its conflict with shelters violated any department
Argentiite. Sources said Foreign regulations, the sources said. That
Secretary Francis Pym was inquiry was triggered by a'request
from House Judiciary Committee
dismayed.
White House spokesman Larry Chairman Peter Rodino, D-N.J.
Speakes said the switch was due to
Last Friday, after two weeks of
changes in wording and did not controversy, Smith returned the
reflect any wavering in "the basic $50,000 payment to Jorgensen and
position of the United States" for a said he would forego any federal
income tax deductions beyond his
withdrawal of the Argentines.
French President Francois Mit- actual cash investment in the
terrand opened the two-day sum- drilling ventures.
At that time, Smith said,
mit sessions with a call for
research to develop new "Although I earnestly believe that
technologies — in computers and none of these actions is required
genetic biology, for example — by propriety or law, public service
and training to show workers how often invites the use of an even
to use them. He said that in 1989, stricter standard. I intend to apply
France would be willing to host an the strictest of standards."
Asked to confirm the existence
exhibit to showcase this new
of the two inquiries, Justice
economic emphasis.
Reagan embraced Mitterrand's Department spokesman Tom
idea, adding that it should be a DeCair replied,"No comment."
The,sources, who declined to be
private sector initiative rather
identified, said an anonymous let(Continued On Page 2)

WASHINGTON CAP) — Attorney General William French
Smith is the subject of two inquiries by his own Justice Department, including one to see
whether a special prosecutor

Falklands crisis overshadows
economic talks during summit
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Press Writer
VERSAILLES, France (AP) —
President Reagan met the leaders
of six industrialized nations today
at the Palace of Versailles in an
economic summit where the problems of persistent recession were
overshadowed by discussions on
the Falkland Islands crisis.
. At their 8th summit, the leaders
of the United States, Britain,
France, Italy, Japan, West Germany and Canada met in the Coronation Room under a cloud of
high interest rates and high
unemployment.
' As the talks began, American
officials attempted to smooth
British feathers ruffled by lastminute U.S. effort to switch its
position on a United Nations
resolution that calls for a
Falklands cease-fire.
U.S. Ambassador Jeane J.
Kirkpatrick voted, with Britain, to
veto the resolution, then said she
would have abstained had new

Unemploymentfigures evidence
jobless rate may be reaching peak
By MERRILL H RTSON
AP Labor Wtlter
WASHINGTON (AP) — Top
Reagan administration officials
are poiniing to a modest rise in
unemployment as evidence that
soaring joblessness is close to
reaching its peak.
A spokesman for President
Reagan and two Cabinet-level officials said that the jobs report for
May, showing that unemployment
rose only one-tenth of a percentage point, could indicate an
economic recovery is likely later
this year.
Even though the jobless rate
went up only a fraction of a percent — to 9.5 percent — it broke
the previous post-World War II
record, which was established in
April. Some 10.7 million
Americans were out of work.
Administration officials pinned
their optimism largely on
statistics released Friday showing
that despite the climb in the
overall jobless rate in May, some
7110,0041 more people got jobs,after
the figures were adjusted for
seasonal variations.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
made no claim that the increase in

employment, the first in the last
several months, was a harbinger
of good news for businesses and
workers.
Labor Secretary Raymond
Donovan said that while he was
"disappointed by the continuing
rise in the unemployment rate ...
there are encouraging signs."
"Nbrmally; employment rises
during the month of May," he said
in a statement.
"But last month, the number of
people employed increased by
well over half a million more than
normal," Donovan said. "This
seasonally adjusted employment
increase was the first since early
this year. While we are concerned
about the modest rise in the
unemployment rate, these signs
give us hope that the recession
may have at least reached its final
stage."
Budget director David A.
Stockman said the economy will
stage a recovery during the second half of the year.
In _Paris....where President
Reagan was preparing for a
seven-nation economic summit,
White House spokesman Peter
Roussel said: "The modest rise in

the unemployment rate is in line
with our view that the recession is
bottoming out."
But critics of the administration
said joblessness remains intolerably high.
In May,a new record was set for
overall black unemployment at
18.7 percent. And, one out of every
two black teen-age males was out
of work — another all-time high.
Joblessness among adult males
jumped to 8.4 percent, still
another new high.
Total employment increased by
780,000, to approximately 100.1
million. But a rise of nearly a
quarter-million in the number of
people out of work — coupled with
seasonal adjustments — accounted for the overall percentage
increase in the basic unemployment figure.
The bureau did not account for
the large increase in total employment, highest since the recession
set in last summer. But some
private economists speculated it
may have resulted _ from _adult_
men and women jumping in early
to take part-time jobs historically
filled by teen-agers after they get
out of school for the summer.

ter triggered the' specialprosecutor inquiry about two
weeks ago without the knowledge
of Smith and his closest associates
in the department.
The sources said the letter did
not contain any facts that had not
been publicly reported. Some
sources believed it was sent by a
department employee because it
contained all the legal requirements for triggering a
special prosecution inquiry:
allegations of specific actions in
violation of a specific law by an official covered under the act.
The department will have 90
days in which to determine
whether there is any serious
reason to believe that the
severance payment violated a
federal criminal law. It is a misdemeanor to give any federal official, or for any federal official to
receive, a supplement to his
salary.

Pork pool to open
Sunday afternoon;
hours announced
The pool in the MurrayCalloway County Park will open at
1 p.m. Sunday, according to Gary
Hohman,parks director.
Hours of the pool will be from
noon to 8 p.m. Monday through
Saturday and 1 p.m. to 6 Sunday.

clear tonight
Mostly clear tonight with
lows in the low 60s. Light northeast winds. Mostly sunny and
warm Sunday. Highs in the mid
to upper 80s. South to southeast
winds 10 to 15 mph.

today's index
AcesOne Section-12Pages
9

Classifieds
Comics
Crosswords
Dear Abby
Dr. Lamb
Fins & Feathers
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Shop Talk
Sports
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89
9
4
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3
5
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received their home-delivered
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Psychiatrist testifies Hinckley
not mentally ill when he shot
By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — John W.
Hinckley Jr. is afflicted with common personality disorders such as
narcissism, but he wasn't suffering from severe mental illness
when he shot the president, a
psychiatrist says.
Dr. Park Elliott Dietz testified
at Hinckley's trial Friday that the
defendant did have four disorders
that are common among millions
of Americans.
But none of Hinckley's problems
was serious enough to make him
lose touch with reality, said the
assistant professor at psychiatry
at Harvard Medical School.
"There were no eccentricities of
speech, behavior OP thought," he
said.
Dietz said Hinckley was not suffering from serious mental illness
when President Reagan and three
other men were shot March 30,
1981.
The psychiatrist was called by
the government to rebut defense
testimony that Hinckley had lost
contact with reality before and
during the shooting. Hinckley has
pleaded innocent- by reason of insanity.
The prosecution plans to call additional expert - witnesses. Its
rebuttal case-already has included
testimony from ordinary people.
who saw Hinckley, including a
motel maid who described him

4"
.,

Friday as "just a normal, young
All-American type boy."
Dietz described the four
disorders that he said afflict Hinckley. They are dysthymic
disorder, narcissistic personality,
schizoid personality disorder and
mixed personality disorder.
The psychiatrist said the
characters in soap operas would
fit the narcissistic disorder,
characterized by selfishness and
"the view that one is more important than other people."
"This is believed to be becoming
more common today," and it afflicts people like actors, athletes,
successful doctors and
academics, he said.
The dysthinic disorder is "a sad
mood"found in many blues songs,
Dietz said. "Sadness is familiar to
all of us. It may qualify as a mental disorder in 5 to 10 percent of the
U.S. population."
The schizoid affliction is "the'
lonely person's disorder," Dietz
said. Its sufferers include some
cowboys, librarians, forest
rangers and computer operators
— people who function well in life
but do not interact much with
others.
The mixed-personality disorder
consists of "left over symptoms"
that cannot be used to diagnose
any other mental diseases.
Dietz said Hinckley had the
capacity "to appreciate the
wrongfulness of his conduct" and

Falklands...

-T-

•••••

In Paris, British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher, emerging
from a 90-minute meeting Friday
with President Reagan before the
start of a seven-nation economic
summit, told reporters the United
States is "still very much" on Britain's side in the two-month-old
conflict.
Secretary of State Alexander M.
Haig Jr. said after the meeting
that peace depends "on the willingness of the Argentines to
withdraw."
But a senior government source
in London stressed there was no
sign from Argentina's- military
government that its commander
in the Falklands, Brig. Gen. Mario
Benjamin Menendez, would do
anything but stay and fight.
British correspondents in the
Falklands, whose dispatches are
subject to censorship, say 7,500
British troops and Nepalese
Gurkhas have captured the hilltop
perimeter of the capital. They say
Argentina's troops, hemmed in on
three sides and with their backs to
the sea, have retreated from all
high ground around the capital to
a horseshoe-shaped defense line.
In Buenos Aires, Argentine
military sources said Friday that
2,000 more troops, artillery, ammunition, foqd and medicine have
been flown to Stanley to reinforce
the garrison in preparation for a
major British assault.
They claimed the airlift to

government to change a vote once
it is cast. But I have been requested by my government to
record the fact that, were it possible to change vote, we should like
to change it from a veto — a 'no,'
that is — to an abstention."
White House spokesman Larry
Speakes said in Versailles that the
U.S. attempt taswitch its vote was
due to last-minute changes in the
document's wording and was not
meant to reflect any change in the
U.S. position on Falklands.
According to British sources,
Haig told Pym he ordered the attempt to retract the veto upon
learning that the resolution, in addition to calling for a cease-fire,
also called for simultaneous implementation of U.N. Resolution
502, which called for Argentine
withdrawalfrom the islands.
United Nations Resolution 502,
which calls for both a withdrawal
of Argentine forces that seized the
British-held islands two months
ago and a cease-fire, still
represents the United States position,Speakes said.
The British sources, who asked
not to be identified, said Haig called Pym twice during the night to
explain the U.S. decision. They
said Pym was upset by the watering down of U.S. support.
When American reporters
sought to question Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher at the start of
the formal talks this morning, she
brushed them off, saying, "We
don't take questions"
Diplomats said the veto by the

(Continued From Page 1)
Stanley, some 350 miles east of
Argentina's southern tip, has continued despite harassment from
British aircraft. They did not explain how the planes were able to
land on Stanley's runway, which
has been pounded by an intense
British air and sea bombardment
and is thought to be heavily
damaged.
Argentina's joint chiefs of staff
also said Friday that their planes
subjected British positions to the
west of Stanley to -intensive bombing" around Mount Kent, the
snow-covered peak 12 miles west
of the town.
An Argentine communique said
British activity around Stanley
was -declining," especially air
operations. It gave no possible
reason.
But British Defense Ministry
sources said fog and snow now
sweeping the Falklands would not
delay a British assault on the
Argentine garrison, and British
correspondents reported Friday
that waves of helicopters were ferrying British commandos into attack position around the capital.
British press reports have suggested that most of the Argentine
troops are deployed outside
Stanley, raising hopes in London
that fighting might stop short of
the town. Alastair Cameron of the
Falkland Islands Office in London
said about 200 islanders are
believed still to be in the besieged
capital.

PRESIDENT-ELECT — Robert
H. Douglas(right), who was named president-elect of the Kentucky
Federation of the National
Association of Federal Retired
Employees, was congratulated by
Charles R. McCarty, Greensboro,
N.C., vice president for the &estate region and speaker at the
Kentucky convention. Douglas
will begin his term as president in
May 1963.

"to conform his conduct to the re
quirements of the law." This is the
legal test the jury must use to
determine whether Hinckley is
guilty or innocent by reason of insanity.
Prosecutor Roger M. Adelman
asked Dietz numerous times
whether Hinckley was psychotic
— unable to distinguish the real
world from his fantasies.
"No," the psychiatrist said each
time.
•
"Fantasy is perfectly normal,"
Dietz said at one point. "Without
our hopes and dreams we'd have
little to look forward to."
Virginia Aucourt, the maid who
described Hinckley as an "AllAmerican boy," worked at the
Golden Hours Motel in Lakewood,
Colo.
Hinckley stayed there from
March 8-23, 1981, a time when his
parents followed a psychiatrist's
advice and refused to allow their
son to live in their nearby
Evergreen,Colo.,.home.
Hinckley, Ms. Aucourt said, was
exceptionally neat and likeable
and once watched "the Levi action" — the jean-wearing girls
crossing the motel parking lot.
Hinckley is charged with 13
felony counts, including attempting to assassinate the president
and assault with intent to kill all
four of his victims.
The trial has recessed until
Monday.

Terrorists had
planned other
attack targets

•
•
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ATTEND CONVENTION — Eleven Kentucky Lake Chapter delegates who attended the recent
Kentucky
Federation Convention of NARFE in Bowling Green are (from left) Virginia Douglas; Robert H.
state president-elect; Homer Miller, chapter president; C.O. Bondurant, Lucille Bondurant; LowellDouglas,
Palmer,
chapter vice president; Louise Miller; Dixie Palmer; Roberta Tarry; Kenneth Grogan; and Gene
Tarry. The
chapter is comprised of 100 members.

By MICHAEL WEST
Associated Press Writer
LONDON ( AP) — The four
Palestinian terrorists accused in
the attempted assassination of
Israeli Ambassador Shlomo
Argov were planning other attacks on Israeli targets, British ofBy The Associated Press
ficials say':
Equal Rights Amendment sup"We believe we have frustrated
a series of terrorist outrages," porters, still hopeful despite a
through the arrest of the four men, crucial legislatife setback in
said a high ranking Scotland Yard North Carolina, plan rallies Sunofficer quoted by the British day in four state capitals to spur
ratification by the June 30
Broadcasting Corp. Friday.
The Daily Telegraph said raids deadline.
The North Carolina Senate
by detectives in London after the
shooting early Friday led to the shelved the amendment Friday,
discovery of a hit list of leading and opponents said the action
Israelis singled out for attack. But spelled defeat for the ERA in the
it said the names of people on the state and nation. Ratification by
list had not been disclosed, and the three more states — for a total of
Telegraph report could not be con- 38 — is needed by the end of the
month to make the amendment
firmed.
Scotland Yard said officers seiz- banning sex discrimination part of
ed a large cache of weapons, in- the U.S. Constitution. Five states
cluding a Polish-made 9mm rapid- have rescinded ratification, but
fire pistol, Italian-made Beretta their actions are under review by
automatic handguns, hand the U.S. Supreme Court.
North Carolina was among the
grenades, and a large amount of
ammunition in the arrest of one of states where ratification was
believed to be most likely. The
the suspects.
Argov. 52, remained in critical other states — Illinois, Florida
condition this morning after an and Oklahoma — have not yet
operation on his brain.
Israel blamed the Palestine
Liberation Organization for the attack and sent warplanes to bomb
PLO strongholds around the
Lebanese capital in retaliation.
Lebanese police said at least 63
people were killed and 227 were
By BETTY ANNE WILLIAMS
„ wounded in the raids and
Associated Press Writer
predicted that total casualties
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
government is warning parents
(Continued From Page 1) might go higher.
The PLO denied responsibility not to give aspirin to children sufUnited States represented firm for the attack
on Argov, saying it fering from influenza or chickensupport for Britain in the conflict, was an attempt to
discredit the pox because the drug is linked
while an absention presumably PLO. London police
said they with Reye's syndrome, an illness
would have been seen by Argen- thought the terrorists
were part of that can be fatal.
tina as an indication of even- a PLO splinter
group.
Health and Human Services
handedness.
Scotland Yard said the four men Secretary Richard S. Schweiker
Nine council members, in- arrested included
two with Jorda- issued the advisory on Friday.
cluding the Soviet Union, sup- nian passports,
one Iraqi and a
He ordered the Food and Drug
ported the resolution sponsored by Syrian. But a
police source who Administration to take the steps
Spain and Panama. France and asked not to
be named said the necessary so that aspiOn
three others abstained.
passports were fake and the packages will carry the warning.
Parsons explained Britain's assassination squad
veto by saying that, in the resolu- three Palestinians consisted of The cautionary statement comes
and one Syrian. too late for the flu season which
tion, there was "no direct and inThe suspects' names were not generally' ,runs from October
separable link between the cease- released. The
alleged trigger man through April.
fire and immediate Argentine in the shooting
was himself shot in
Spokesmen for the Aspirin
withdrawal within a fixed time the neck and
required surgery.
Foundation,
which represents
limit" and it would have left
Argentine forces "in illegal occupation of parts of the island."
The resolution called for an im(Continued From Page 1)
mediate cease-fire, and the
simultaneous implementation of than government-sponsored, ac- grain.
U.N. Resolution 502, which calls cording to secretary of the
The French, in particular, opupon Argentina to withdraw from
Treasury Donald Regan.
posed the American proposal. One
the islands, pending negotiations
Regan said Helmut Schmidt of senior official called it an
over their future.
West Germany outlined the depth American obsession. And the
Up to the time of the council of economic problems facing the Soviet Union ridiculed the effort,
meeting, Mrs. Kirkpatrick later summit nations, noting that most saying Reagan wants to erect "artold reporters, she had been in
of the countries are suffering from tificial obstacles" to "mutually
contact with Deputy Secretary of
simultaneous high unemployment advantageous" East-West trade
State Walter J. Stoessel and with
and high interest rates. Reagan relations.
Thomas 0. Enders, assistant
said an austerity budget agreeThe other nations, Meanwhile,
secretary of state for interment will prompt the are seeking agreement on inAmerican affairs, and had been
psychological swing that will tervention to stabilize exchange
told to cast a veto.
result in lower interest rates.
rates.
"I acted throughout as an inThe United States is pressing its
Before dawn today, a bomb exstructed representative of my
partners to crack down on trade ploded at the Paris offices of the
governent," she stressed.
credits to the Soviet bloc. This has International Monetary. Fund,
The controvery recalled an incilife1 reibteneF from allied OF blowing Out ilumber of windows,
dent involving Mrs. Kirkpatrick's
Heists • who say the loans area
,but causing no injuries, police
predecessor, Donald F. McHenry, essential for their industfial sales" said. It was the second bombing in
who served under former Presiand note that the United States the area since western leaders
dent Jimmy Carter.
sells. Russia large amounts of began arriving in France.

Equal Rights Amendment supporters
plan rallies in four state capitals
voted on the measure this year.
Rallies in the capitals of all four
were planned Sunday.
Gov. Bob Graham of Florida
has called a special session of the
legislature beginning June 21 to
consider the ERA and some other
measures. But Oklahoma Gov.
George Nigh has said he would
consider a special session only if
his state was the last needed to
ratify the ERA.
In Illinois, where seven women
have been fasting for 19 days in
support of the ERA,a critical procedural vote on the amendment
has been delayed indefinitely
because a key senator said he
would not vote until the
demonstrators ended their fast.
The vote was on changing a rule
requiring a three-fifths majority
to pass the ERA. The change
would require only a simple majority.
Another group of women — the

number has varied but was about
14 — have been chained outside
the doors of the Illinois Senate
since a protest demonstration for
the ERA Thursday afternoon.'
Sen. Forest Etheredge, RAurora, who withdrew his support
for an end to the three-fifths rule,
called the fasting and chainings
"a horrendous mistake and
political blackmail."
Illinois Gov. James R. Thompson, an ERA supporter, also called the tactics "counterproductive."
The fasters have said they will
attend another pro-ERA rally Sunday in Springfield, Ill., where
several thousand supporters from
around the country are expected,
including Chicago Mayor Jane
Byrne and former first lady Betty
Ford.
Similar rallies are planned in
Tallahassee, Fla., Raleigh, N.C.,
and Oklahoma City.

Government warns aspirin linked
with disease from flu, chicken pox

Summit...

•

makers of the drug, were not in court on May 17 in an attempt to
their office when the Associated force the agency to order warning
Press tried to reach them for corn-' labels.
ment Friday.
The FDA will conduct an educaBut Terry Kelly, a spokesman tional campaign aimed at informfor Sterling Drug. Co. of New ing medical care personnel, pharYork, the manufacturer of Bayer macists and parents about the
Aspirin, said, "The warning is in- association between aspirin and
appropriate,in our opinion.
Reye's syndrome. In addition, the
"There is no scientific basis for surgeon general will issue an ada causal association between visory about the warning.
apirin and the development of
Reye's syndrome is a childhood
Reye's syndrome:"
illness whose early stages are
Two groups — the American marked by vomiting and lethargy.
Public Health Association and Delirium and coma may follow.
Public Citizen's Health Research Some victims suffer permanent
Group — sued the FDA in federal brain damage.

Loren leaves prison
CASERTA,Italy(AP) — Sophia
Loren, smiling and waving at
photographers, left the wombn's
prison here at dawn Saturday,
freed after serving 17 "interminable" days of a 30-day
sentence for tax evasion.
A handful of townspeople outside the prison applauded and a
few neighbors in their pajamas
came out on the balconies to
watch the actress drive off in a
silver Mercedes Benz with her
lawyer.
The 47-year-old Academy
Award winner wore brown tinted
glasses,a beige silk shirt and matching trousers, red shoes and a
red and yellow scarf.
She did not say a word as she
walked_ through-tha group .of 50journalists and photographers
snapping flashes in the early morning light.
A few nuns who take care of the
two dozen inmates at the prison

watched in silence from the
flower-decked balconies on the
prison's third floor.
The actress left for Rome,
where she later met her mother,
Romilda
In an interview with the stateowned RAI radio outside her
mother's house in Rome, Miss
Loren said her days in jail seemed
"interminable."
"However, I did the right thing
because I wanted to return to Italy, to return to my roots, to hug
my mother and to see all of my
friends," she said.
Judge Cinzia Simonelli signed
an order late Friday allowing
Miss Loren a full leave. Under
Italian law, prisoners sentenced to
-lass- than-eir,--montbs-areeligible
for a leave of up to 45 days after
serving half of their sentences.
The leave amounts to a reduction
of sentence.
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EPA living
under pressure
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency is
under pressure on two fronts to live up to provisions
of the 1972 Marine Protection, Research and Sanctuaries Act enacted to end the widespread practice
of disposing of vast quantities of wastes in the
oceans. In a federal court in Newark, N.J., and on
Capitol Hill efforts are under way'tO force an exceedingly reluctant EPA to comply with terms of
the law.
Airunendments to the law will be introduced in a
House Merchant Marine and Fisheries subcom'\mittee within a week or so. They would strengthen
the program to end random ocean-dumping and to
bring the united States into compliance with an international agreement banning disposal of hazardous materials in the ocean. Leading the effort on
these changes are U.S. Reps. Thomas B. Evans, RDel.,and William J. Hughes,D-N.J.
In the court action, a petition was filed last week
by the National Wildlife Federation and its New
Jersey affiliate and Reps. Evans and Hughes. They
seek to intervene in ongoing negotiations between
the EPA and several municipalities in New Jersey
to relax deadlines to halt dumping sewage sludge
off the New Jersey coast.
The petition was filed because of growing concerns that the EPA would allow the ocean-dumping
to continue, contrary to the terms of the law. If the
court grants the petitioners intervenor status, as it
should, they could do what the EPA sould be doing:
arguing to move forward with the program to end
ocean-dumping.
The amendments merit prompt action by Congress. They would set a three-year deadline for the
EPA and the Army Corps of Engineers to designate
environmentally safe ocean dumpstes. Only those
sites identified as safe could be used after the
deadline. Although the EPA and Corps were required under the law to identify safe dumpsites,
they have been lax and completed only a few
studies. Meantime, dumping of a variety of wastes
continues at more than 100 ocean sites.
The amendments also would make oceandumping of sludge a disposal method of last resort.
The revision is necessary, proponents argue,
because of a recent federal court decision which
allows New York City to continue its sewage dumping off northern New Jersey. The proposed change
requires that if a "prudent and feasible" alternative to ocean disposal exists it must be utilized
even if it is more costly.
Finally, the amendments would bring the United
States into compliance with the London Ocean
Dumping Convention, which bans ocean disposal of
certain hazardous chemicals not specifically prohibited under terms of the 1972 U.S:law.
Congress must step in quickly to do the job that
the EPA should be doing. Action on the changes in
the law, as well as a favorable decision by the
federal judge in Newark on the petition to intervene, would markedly advance the vital task of
cleaning up the oceans.
(Reprinted by permission of
The Philadelphia Inquirer)
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southern seen

Fortunately, U.S. Agriculture Secretary John
Block has ordered a halt to political loyalty checks
on the department's consulting scientists. It's
unsettling that such checks were contemplated in
the first place.
Since the first days of the Reagan administration,
political loyalty checks have been required of scientists holding policy-making jobs with the Department of Agriculture, a policy which, while it's not
necessarily salutary, is hardly unprecedented. But
when the department expanded its loyalty probes to
scientists whose only affiliation with the department is to give advic6 on scientific quality of applications to the Competitive Grants Program,
which provides funds for agriculture research, it
went too far.
James Handley, special assistant to Block, had
argued these scientists should be philosophically
compatible with the Reagan administration, but
that simply made no sense. What a scientist's
politics have to do with his or her assessment of
pesticides or soil management techniques is beyond
reasoning.
It's unfortunate that this misguided "good-oldboy" attitude lasted as long as it did. Reviews of
grant applications this year woe delayed because
of it. One expects official tests of correct political
pinking in the Soviet Union, not in the U.S. Departtnent of Agriculture. Let's hope they do not creep
back into the USDA or any other government agency.
(Reprinted by permission of The Sacramento
Bee)
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by lorry mcgehee

Reading poems by Edgar Allen Poe
may really be giving you the Chivers
From what you know of American
poets, who would you would you
guess wrote these lines?
And the voice of that sweet Maiden,
From the Jasper Reeds,of Aiden,
With her lily-lips love-laden,
Answered,"Yes! forevermore!"
And the old-time Towers of Aiden
Echoed "Yes!forevermore!"
If you answered, Edgar Allen Poe,
you are wrong.
Well, half wrong anyway. The lines
are from "The Vigil in Aiden," by
Thomas Holley Chivers.
Chivers, like Poe, was a southern
writer in the first half of the nineteenth century. Poe's home base was
Charleston, and Chivers lived in
Georgia.
For years there has been an
unresolved debate over whether Poe
stole poetry from Chivers or whether
Chivers stole from Poe. The only
agreement the scholars can reach is
that they did influence one another.
Yet Poe received a high degree of
public immortality, while Chivers
faded quickly into near oblivion.
There is no doubt the two knew
each other, read and criticized each
other's works, and kept up a steady
flow of correspondence. When Poe
died, Chivers was one of the first to
write Poe's biography (but it was unnoticed until 1952, when UT Professor
Richard Beale Davis arranged its
publication). It's also a fact that
Chivers claimed Poe had used his
style and words — but that Chivers

waited until Poe was dead before he
made that claim, and never tried
very hard to prove it.
The debate gets highly technical,
and I find its primary value to be
something other than the issue of
authorship. Most poets are influenced by other poets, and both Chivers
and Poe were clearly infuenced by
Tennyson, Keats,Shelley, Byron, the
Bible and Shakespeare, among
others.
The real value of the literary
debate was that it rescued Chivers
from obscurity. He is an interesting
southern poet on his own merits, interesting enough to have been read
and reviewed critically by the New
England and New York litelary
establishment of those pre-Civil War
days, read approvingly by Bayard
Taylor who shared his works with
Swinburne in England. Joyce Kilmer
and Vachel Lindsay read Chivers, as
did the Rossetti brothers and
Rudyard Kipling.
Who was he?
Chivers was born in 1809, in
Washington, Georgia, the son of a
cotton planter and mill owner. His
part of the country was still next to
Indian territory in his youth, and
frontier revivalism was in its own
youthful era. The influences of
nature, Indians, and religious
afterlife, are apparent in his poems.
He married at age 19, and the wife
left him within a year, bearing his
child. He then enrolled in the medical

program at Transylvania University
up in Kentucky, which was then one
of the best medical schools in the
country. Graduating in 1830, Chivers
returned to Georgia, wandered
among the Cherokees, published a
book of poetry from his Kentucky
years, wrote a verse drama on the
Beauchamp-Sharpe murder case in
Kentucky ( the Kentucky Tradedy
that is the story in Robert Penn Warren's World Enough and Time), and
sent some poems to the Southern
Literary Messenger that were rejected, but which may have influenced Poe,an editor,in 1835.
An Indian -legends poem,
Nacoochee, was published in 1837,
the year Chivers married a
Massachusetts lady. Other works
were The Lost Pleiad, Search After
Truth, Eonchs of Ruby, Atlanta,
Memoralia, Virginilia Birth-Day
Song of Liberty, and The Sons of
Usna. He died in 1858.
He had lost a sister, then his
mother in 1838, a daughter in 1842,
and his three remaining children in
1848. With his medical training, he
had a special facilty for describing
deathbed scenes, and like Poe, was
often criticized for his preoccupation
with dying.
Most of the Chivers-Poe correspondence was during the 1840's.
Poe was usually interested in begging money to publish something, but
Chivers was not taken in by that.
Chivers wanted someone to share

ideas with. His own life-style was
simple. He spent little money, had
strong religious convictions, and was
an abstrainer from drink, quite in
contrast to Poe.
Like many educated Americans of
this era, Chivers became enamored
with Swedenborgianism, a
mysticism that saw a correlation between things worldly and things otherworldly, between the natural world
and the spiritual world. The two
worlds co-exist during a person's
natural life span, but the spiritual remains once the material body is
gone. The mystic often feels he is living more and more on the spiritual
side as he matures, and feels he
passes easily back and forth between
the two. Poetry thus becomes a way
of using worldly words to tell about
the next world.
Today,there are a number of books
in our larger libraries, mostly
published since 1952, that tell us more
about this neglected Georgian poet.
Duke University has a collection of
his unpublished works,as well.
It is good to discover Chivers. For
many years it was quite fashionable
to say the South had no poets or
novelists before the 1920's. Chivers
joins Poe and Sidney Lanier and
many others in showing that isn't
true. There were writers of some
substance all over the South. What
was really lacking were the printing
houses to publish their work and
enough people to read them.

looking back
Ten years ago
Roderick Socha, Calvert City,
escaped injury when his singleengine Piper Cherokee 140 apparently lost power after taking off from
Kyle Field today and crashed about
12:10 p.m. about five miles west of
Murray in a field owned by Gingles
Wallis.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Wilmouth Henderson,56.
Rabies clinics have been scheduled
in various sections of the county and
at Calloway County Health Center
starting June 7, according to R.L.
Cooper,coordinator.
Twenty years ago
Army PFC Taz L. Mason, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Olice Mason, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, recently participated in
Grand Slam-I, a five-day central
group exercise in Germany.
Deaths reported include J.R.(Rip)
Cooper,81.
Lusanne Lilly, Murray, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. G.T. Lilly, has been
awarded an alumni scholarship to
Murray State College.
Births reported include a boy to Dr.
and Mrs. William Thomas Parker,
June 5.
Thirty years ago
Jane Perry and Joe Wilson,
members of Murray High School
Senior Class, have received certificates from Quill and Scroll as
state winners in annual writing contest, sponsored by Scholastic
magazine and Quill and Scroll, international honor society for high school
journalists.
Deaths reported include F.D.
Crass,76.
Jean Ezell, Murray Training
School, and Frances Lee Farmer,
Patsy Rowland and Donna Faye
Knight, Murray High School, will at-

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Benjamin Franklin (1706-1790) was
one of the most famous and colorful
of the American Founding Fathers.
While very intelligent, Franklin
was also a most unpretentious fellow.
He recalled in his Autobiography
(1771) how he reacted to the formal
art of argumentatiop found in books
and conversations 61 the eighteenth
century:
Argument...besides souring
and spoiling the Conversation,
is productive of Disgusts and
perhaps Enmities where you
may have occasion for Friendihip...Persons of good Sense, I
have since observed, seldom
fall into it, except Lawyers,
University Men,and Men of all
Sorts that have been bred at
Edinborough.
Franklin also observed that he had
"caught" the habit of argumentation
"by reading my Father's Books of
Dispute about Religion."

tend Girls State at University of Kentucky, Lexington, starting June 9.
This event is sponsored by American
Legion Auxiliary.
Forty years ago
Summer enrollment at Murray
State College this year will probably
reach 400, according to Cleo Gillis
Hester, registrar. This is the first
summer term since the start of
World War II.
Deaths reported include William
H. (Bill) Aden, 39, Mrs. Nancy Jane
Owings and Alfred L. Billington,71.
The largest moonshine still found
in a long time in this county was seized by Sheriff Carl Kingins, Deputy
Charlie Marr and Constable Seth
Cooper on May 29 near Center Ridge
Church. The still was not in operation
and no arrests were made.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn Hale on May 25,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Orville Herndon on May 28 and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Elbert Garland on June 3.
Installed as officers of Murray
Woman's Club were Mesdames
George Hart, A.F. Doran, F.E.
Crawford, G.C. Ashcraft, H.C. Corn
and Marvin Wrather. A new department, Zeta, was added to the club
along with Alpha, Delta, Garden,
Home and Music departments.
Sam Boyd Neely, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H.I. Neely of Hazel, has passed
state law examination and has been
admitted to the bar. He is a graduate
of University of Kentucky College of
Law.
"Gone With The Wind" starring
Clark Gable and Vivian Leigh showed June 3 and 4 at Varsity Theatre.
Fifty years ago
Foreman Graham, H.C. Broach,
H.E. Elliott, Jess Wallis, Prentice
Holland and Dr. W.H. Graves are
members of the Murray City Council.
Deaths reported include John
Byron Hodges, 75, William Daniel
Orr,78, Dr. Benjamin T. Hall,80,and
the Rev. H. Boyce Taylor.
Memorial services to honor the
soldier dead by American Legion
Post 73 and Murray Boy Scout Troop
were May 29 at First Christian
Church. Flowers also were placed on
the graves of 23 veterans in local
cemeteries.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lawrence on
May 29 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wrenn Dulaney on June 1.
Nellie May Wyman, Mrs. W.W.
McElrath, Beatrice Frye, Mrs. C.S.
Duvall, Mrs. W.J. Caplinger and
Sadie Wilgus presented a program,
"Travelogue of Kentucky," at
meeting of Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club at home of
Mrs. W.S.Swann.
The Capitol Theatre on Main Street
was• undergoing refinishing and
redecorating.
Sugar was listed as selling for 39
cents for 10 pounds in an ad for a
local grocery store.
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today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, June 5, the
156th day of 1982. There are 209 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On June 5, 1968, Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy was shot after a presidential campaign appearance in Los
Angeles. He died the next day.
On this date:
In 1915, women's suffrage was introduced in Denmark.
In 1965, the State Department
acknowledged publicly for the first
time that U.S. ground forces in South
Vietnam were engaged in combat
defending key installations.
In 1967, the six-day Arab-Israeli
War began.
In 1975, the Suez Canal reopened to
international shipping for the first
time since the 1967 Arab-Israeli War.
Ten years ago: U.S. jets knocked
out two more railroad bridges in
North Vietnam.
Ten years ago: President Nixon
returned from a visit to Moscow saying his talks had formed the basis of a
new Soviet-American relationship.
Five years ago: It was announced
that the United States would remove
6,000 soldiers from South Korea in the
first phase of a general withdrawal of
U.S.forces.
One year ago: Polish Solidarity
leader Lech Walesa drew a prolonged ovation at a gathering of the International Labor Organization in.

Geneva when he warned against
foreign intervention in his nation's
labor crisis.
Today's birthday: Newsman Bill
Moyers is 48 years old.
Thought for today: We have two
ears and only one tongue in order
that we may hear more and speak
less. — Diogenes, Greek philosopher
(about 412 B.C.-323 B.C.).
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[even Spielberg has fascinated.
mystified and scared audiences iiti
I JAWS. CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF
.
I
THE. THIRD KIND and RAIDERS OF
THE LOST ARK. Now, he takes ou
into the terrifying world of.
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It knows what scares:,ou.
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Tradition is a wonderful thing,
and the Charity Ball of Murray
qualifies as a tradition. Tonight is
the big night for 1982 Charity Ball,
and I hope most of you readers are
planning to attend. You hear so
much around here these days
about boredom, and "nothing to
do". Well, tonight offers you
"something to do."
Co-chairmen for this event are

Ann Kelly Bowlin, Laura Miller
and Terry Qiiertermous, and have
they worked hard! They and their
committee have planned a fun
Love
time, and their theme is
The Night Life."
The Ball will be in the attractive
MSU University Center with the
Commonwealth Band providing
the music. The decorations for the
Charity Ball are always
something to behold — remember
the year the ballroom had millions

of little white lights, then the year
of the Great Gatsby.
The scene of the Charity Ball
has also been moved around a bit
— several years it was in the old
student union building at MSU —
then for several years it was at
Murray Country Club, but now it
seems to have found a home in the
University Center, where it is
roomy and comfortable.
The price of the ticket is $30.00
per couple and the proceeds will
benefit the Calloway County Comprehensive Care Center. If you do
not have a ticket, you may purchase one at the Calloway County
Library or at the door. An auction
will be held during the evening,
besides all the fun, delicious food,
and visiting with friends.
See you tonight at the Charity
Ball!!

Coming community happenings are listed
7 10,9 10 +- 2.00 Sat., Sun

201h CENTURY FOX FILMS

SOMEWHERE IN THE DARKEST REACHES OF THE UNIVERSE.
A BATTLE IS ABOUT TO BEGIN
FOR SOME IT WILL BE THEIR FIRST MISSION
FOR OTHERS IT WILL BE THE LAST.
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7:15,9:30 + 2:00 Sat., Sun

SYLVESTER STALLON
TALIA SHIR
The Greatest Challenge

Monday,June 7
Iiig Baptist
Poplar ig3FYoung Women will meet
at 7 p.m. with Tammy
Gough.
Free Pap Smear Clinic
for women will be at 1
p.m. at Calloway County
Health Center.
Square and round dancMurray -Calloway
ing will be at 7:30 p.m. at County Camera Club will
Woodmen of World Hall.
meet at 7 p.m. at
Susanne's Fine Arts, 100
Murray High School South 13th St.
class of 1972 will have
reunion activities inExecutive Board of
cluding coffee at 10 a.m. Murray Woman's Club
at high school and recep- will meet at 11:30 a.m. at
tion, program, banquet club house.
and dance from 6 p.m. to
midnight at Murray
Murray Lodge No. 105
Country Club. For reser- Free and Accepted
vations call Becky Masons will meet at 7:30
Wilson.
p.m. at lodge hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous
Recovery, Inc., will
and Alanon will meet at 8
at 7:30 p.m. at
meet
of
portion
p.m. at western
Center, North
Health
Livestock and Exposition
and Olive
Seventh
Center.
---Streets.
Suburban
Calloway County
Homemakers Club will
have a potluck with Retired Teachers
husbands as guests at 6 Association will meet at
p.m. at home of Sue 1:30 p.m. in Ellis Community Center.
Dunn.
Saturday,June 5
Second day of yard sale
by Murray Lions Club to
raise funds for a state
band will be at Murray
Middle School lawn. For
information call 753-6406
or 753-9624.

No
Passes

Sunday,June 6
Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
Warren will be honored
on golden wedding anniversary with a reception from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples
Bank. The family requests guests not bring
gifts.
Memorial day services
will be at Unity
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.
All day memorial services will be at Coles
Camp Ground United
Methodist Church.
Monday,June 7
Reservations for ladies
day luncheon for Wednesday at Murray Country'
Club should be made by
today by calling
Elizabeth Slusmeyer or
Betty Lowr

Tuesday, June 8
Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows: New
Providence with Peggy
Taylor, Paris Road at
Country Crossroads,
Countryside at MurrayCalloway County Park,
and Coldwater with Mrs.
Bobby Adams.

Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet
as follows: I with Mrs.
Jack Kennedy at 9 a.m.;
II with Mrs. Otie
McDougal at 2 p.m.; Bea
Alcoholics Anonymous Walker at DeVanti's at
will meet at 8 p.m. at 6:30 p.m.
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
First Baptist Church
Center.
Women will , have a
general meeting at 7 p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off
church chapel.
at
pounds sensibly ) Club
at
p.m.
7
will meet at
Bethel Baptist Bible
Health Center.
Study will be at 6 p.m. at
Circles of First United home of David and
Methodist Church will Aleshia Cunningham, Utmeet as follows: Alice terback Road.

Murray Star Chapter
No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

Junior Tennis will start
at 9 a.m. at Murray Country Club. For information
call 753-4644.
Coldwater United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at 7
p.m. at church.
Hattie Lee Galloway
WMU Group of Westside
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m.
First Baptist Church
Women's groups will
meet as follows: Lottie
Moon with Ruth Caldwell
at 7 p.m. and Kathleen
Jones with Lorene Swann
at 7:15 p.m.
Racquetball class for
adults will open at 11 a.m.
at Calloway Public
Library.
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2nd
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THE MOVIE STORE
—Videocassette Rentals —
901-644-1003
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Home-town
answers to

Open 8:00•Start 8:30

new-town
questions.

You'll be glad
you camel

You won't feel so new or need that city
map much longer if you'll arrange for a
WELCOME WAGON call
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I can give you personal home-town answers to many of your new-town questions — shopping, sights to see and other
helpful community information
Plus a basket of useful gifts for your
home
and reach for the
Put the map
telephone.

20th CENTURY-FOX FILMS
Burr Reynolds • Roger IVIcrore
Farrah Fawcett • Dorn Datuise
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First Footsore Repeated Fri.-Sot.
Tuesday Is S 00 A Carloa

Fams
Mary

mom outland 753.3079 Ingeborg King
Hamilton
Asst.
Asst.
492-8348
iblitess
7534670 z

Tuesday, June 8
Waters with Mayrelle
Clark and Maryleona
Frost with Jane Baker at
9:30 a.m.; Bessie Tucker
to leave church at 10:30
a.m. to go to home of Lois
Sparks; Faith Doran at 2
p.m. at church.

Pottertown club meets
Lucy Alderdice
discussed "Plants and Insecticides On Plants" at
meeting on May 12 of Pottertown Homemakers
Club at Sirloin Stockade.
The devotion from Proverbs 10:15 on "Tribute
To Mother" was given by
Louise Short. She also
played the piano for
group singing led by
Lurine Cooper.
Bobbie Cook, president,
presided and appointed

Dorothy Simon, Jean
Pipher and Mary Gertzen
to a committee to elect officers for the next club
year.
Recreation was led by
Mrs. Simon. Also present
were Iva Alfred, Lavine
Carter, Mildred Riordon,
Delores Zinkovich,
Dorothy Sobieski, Leola
Erwin and Shirley Werts.
The club will meet June
9 at 10 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

Club elects officers
New officers of Countryside Homemakers
Club were elected at
meeting on May 11 at
Western Sizzlin
Steakhouse.
They were Dinah
Westerman, president;
Monica Walston, vice
president; and Wanda
Henry, secretary treasurer.

datebook
Events planned at club
Ladies day events will be Wednesday at Murray
Country Club. Golf with Euldene Robinson as
hostess will be at 9 a.m., ladies' tennis scramble
will be at 9:30 a.m., and bridge with Enid Sanders
as hostess will be at 9:30 a.m.
A luncheon will be served at noon with Elizabeth
Slusmeyer and Betty Lowry as chairmen. Reservations should be made by Monday. Other hostesses
will be Nan Bentley, Clover Cotham, Dorothy
Crouse, Thelma Eckerdt, Dot Emerson, Nell McCui.ston, Marjorie Major, Frances Pinkley, Faira
Alexander, Chris Graham, Debbie Fike, Tonya
Fike, Mary Fulton, Mary Hall, Lochie Hart, Barbara Latimer, Nancy McMillin and Mary Belle
Overbey.

Tennis ploy scheduled
Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, June 8, and Friday,June 11, both
at 9 a.m. at the club. Substitutes will be Jeannie
Harrison, Kathy Newton, Renee Wynn, Sharon
Wells and Nancy Fandrich.
The lineup is as follows: Tuesday — Court One —
Agnes Payne, Leisa Faughn, Mug Rigsby and Kay
Ray; Court Two — Ruth Pickens, Sandy Brannon,
Judy Latimer and Cathy Young; Court Three —
Barbara Malinauskas, Lana Smith, Ann Uddberg
and Lashlee Foster; Friday — Court One — Norma
Frank, Gaye Haverstock, Patsy Greer and Janice
Howe; Court Two — Joy Waldrop,Pat Seiber, Janie
Ryan and Vicki Miller; Court Three — Jan
Seargent, Wilda Purdom, Vicki Baker and Gayle
Foster.

Douglas plans events
Events have been scheduled for Senior Citizens at
Douglas Center on L.P. Miller Street for the coming
week, June 7 to 11, according to Wilma Wilson, site
manager. The center is open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
each day.
Monday at 11 a.m. the Rev. Eulas Greer of
Dexter-Hardin United Methodist Church will speak.
Bingo and Rook will be played at 11 a.m. on Tuesday and Thursday. Wednesday will be the monthly
birthday party with Coleen Peacock as pianist and
the Rev. Robert Truit of Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church to speak at 11 a.m. Friday at
11 a.m. Rachel Hendon will give a demonstration on
-Making Silk Flowers."

Shipley will be speaker
Hattie Lee Galloway WMU Group of Westside
Baptist Church will meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
Guest speaker will be Dan Shipley, local insurance
agent, who will speak about his tour for mission
work in the Amazon River area of the country of
Brazil in South America.

Bible school planned
First Baptist Church will have Vacation Bible
School starting Monday, June 7, and continuing
through Friday, June 11. Classes for age three
through eighth grade will be from 9 a.m. to noon.
High School Youth Bible School will be at 7 p.m.
each evening in conference room with Jeff and
Regina Palmer as leaders. Parents Night will be
Friday with a potluck supper to be served at 6 p.m.
and a short program to follow.

The lesson on "Getting
Along With Family
Members" was presented
Westside Baptist Church will have Vacation Bible
by Wanda Barrett.
Also present were Sue School with classes for age 2 through eighth grade
Hall, Robbie Hale and to be from 9 to 11 a.m. from Monday, June 7,
through Friday, June 11. A picnic will be on Friday
Annie Fuson.
The club will meet June after the school. For transportation call 753-8240 or
8 at 10 a.m. at Murray- 753-4038.
Calloway County City
Park. Each one should
bring a sack lunch.

Westside plans school

Church schedules school

The annual Vacation Bible School will be from
Monday, June 7, to Friday, June 11, from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. each morning at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ. Classes for nursery, pre-school,
absence of tampon use," primary, junior, teenage and adults will be conit stopped short of urging ducted. Robin Wadley will teach the teenage class
each day and R.B. Barton, Henry Hargis, George
an end to tampons.
Because the disease oc- Patterson, Ed Davis and John Dale will teach the
curs at a relatively low adult classes.
rate and the link with
tampons is not clear, the
study group said the decision to use tampons
should be left up to each
woman after she has
Menus for the Nutrition vegetable sticks, mixed
weighed available inProgram for the Elderly greens, hot roll, butter,
formation.
Meals on Wheels for chocolate sheet cake,
and
of
ee
The committ
coffee or
health experts suggested the week of June 7-11 pineapple, milk,
tea.
by
released
been
have
that woman who have
Wednesday — western
had the disease before, Tripp Thurman, director
hash browns,
omelet,
Calloway
Murrayof
and those who recently
hot roll, butbeans,
green
Citizens.
Senior
County
adbe
should
birth,
gave
banana,
cake,
carrot
ter,
Monserved
Meals are
vised not to use tampons
tea.
or
coffee
milk,
at
Friday
through
day
seems
because their risk
Thursday — lasagna,
Hazel and Douglas
to be higher.
peas, cabbage
blackeyed
Tueseach
and
Centers
24
Women aged 15 to
bread, butshould be told that they day and Thursday at Ellis salad, garlic
pudding,
banana
ter,
are
also
Meals
Center.
appear more likely to
coffee or
milk,
orange,
day.
each
out
sent
than
disease
the
develop
tea.
Menus areas follows:
older women, and the use
Friday — roast beef
joe,
sloppy
—
Monday
tamof high-absorbency
gravy, lima beans,
and
pons, especially by corn pudding, pickled
carrots, cornbread
whole
apbutter,
roll,
hot
beets,
adolescents, should be
pudding, hot roll, butter,
ple, milk, coffee or tea.
minimized, it said.
Tuesday — chicken sliced peaches, milk, cofSeveral federal health
in onion gravy, fee or tea.
liver
tampon
and
agencies
manufacturers asked the
Rubbing new golf clubs with clear shoe polish will
academy to study all that
is available on TSS and preserve the shine and prevent early rust and cormake recommendations. rosion.
Little in the report or
To prevent mildew on hampers and baskets made
its recommendations is
spray
new, but the study is the ot straw, coat the wicker with two coats of
most comprehensive to shellac.
date and outlines the
Potatoes slice more easily when the knife has
future research that
dipped in boiling water first.
been
needs to be done.

Toxic shock discussed
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Although the cause of toxic shock syndrome remains a medical
mystery, women should
be cautious about the use
of tampons because of
their link to the rare but
sometimes fatal disease,
says a major report
released today.
The National Academy
of Sciences' Institute of
Medicine said that while
evidence suggests that
toxins produced by a
microorganism have a
role in the disease, the
cause still is uncertain.
The disease, which
primarily affects young,
menstruating women,
has been associated with
using all major brands
and styles of tampons.
But how these absorbant
devices increase the risk
of getting the toxic shock
syndome (TSS) is not
known, the report said.
About 85 percent of TSS
cases reported in 1981
were associated with
menstruation, and 98 percent of these involved
tampons, the report said.
The mortality rate for the
total 492 cases was about
3 percent.
Although the report
said "it is likely that the
number of cases would be
markedly reduced in the

Nutrition elderly program
gives menus for next week
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July 15 big dote for commercialprojects

te,44-.4

Thursday, July 15,
looms large in the minds
of many Kentuckians,for
that is the date most of
the new state laws passed
by the 1982 General
Assembly rake effect.
And that date has loomed especially large in the
plans of Kentucky
developers. After July 15,
a number of commercial
construction projects will
no longer be eligible for
industrial revenue bond
(IRB) financing — a
government-approved
(but not government—funded) method of
raising capital for private
economic development
projects.
Since the bonds are tax'I exempt they can be sold
to investors at lower interest rates than the rates
that apply to conventional financing. That, of
course, makes IRB financing highly attractive to
developers, many of
whom say they would be
unable to start a project
without the cost break.
But the 1982 legislature
amended the 1980 law
that broadened the use of
IRBs in Kentucky, and

after July 1J., no
wholesale or retail store,
financial institution, office building or medical
office facility is eligible
for IRB financing unless
it is located in a
downtown business
district or in specified
historic locations.
So the July 15 deadline
is uppermost in the minds
of developers like Mike
Meade and William Mat-.
tingly. Because they
aren't situated in
downtown or historic
districts, Meade's proposed shopping center on
the edge of Irvine and
Mattingly's planned factory outlet shopping
center outside Louisville
probably wouldn't qualify
under the amended law.
Both projects are up for
consideration for IRB
financing at the late June
meeting of the Kentucky
IRD oversight committee.
In seeking approval for
a $10 million bond issue,
Mattingly believes he's
taking the only
reasonable course of
financial action. "What
with our being priced out
(of the market) with con-

much better position than
the state committee to
determine where their
downtown is," added Bob
Doris, the Legislative
Research Commission
staffer who drafted the
new law.
"I'd like to think there
would be some consistency in defining
'downtown'," said John
King, the IRB committee
chairmen. "'Downtown'
in some areas might be
everything within a
town's boundaries."
The importance of
clarifying that definition
goes back to the reason
the new law was proposed
by Rep. David Boswell of
Owensboro — to curtail
or cut out fringe suburban developments like
shopping malls. These
developments pose a
competitive threat in the
eyes of downtown merchants and proprietors in
long-established shopping centers.
These existing retailers
claim "that the IRB law
gave such a big financing
break to large corporations," Doris said. "The
small local merchants incur a pretty sizable cost
in selling bonds, which
leaves them to face high
conventional financing
rates."
In 20 months of operation, the IRB oversight
committee has approved
the College is limited to projects totaling $336.8
physicians and related million. The largest
health professionals who single category in the
are acknowledged as having outstanding credentials in the field of cardiovascular diseases.
Mercer's wife, the
former Alice Atkins of
Birmingham, is completing work on a thesis
WASHINGTON, D. C.
for a Ph.D. in health care — Sales of mutual funds
services at the University in April were the second
Alabama, Birmingham. highest for any month in
Their daughter, Melissa, the industry's history. At
is a freshman at Centre $1.05 billion they were
College in Danville, Ky. ,just short of the record
The Mercers have moved r'level of $1.17 billion set in
to Memphis, where he July 1980. The figures inassumed his new duties in clude all mutual funds exJanuary.
cept the short-term
funds, mainly money
market funds.
Redemptions of these
funds were up slightly to
$523 million from $492
million in March but were
WINSTON-SALEM, N. far lower than the $731
C. — Dan R. Pugh, a million level of April 1981.
native of Murray, has
Thus, funds other than
been promoted to short-term funds had net
manager of the research sales for the month of
and development plant $530 million. This, too,
for R. J. Reynolds Tobac- was the second highest
co Co.
ever. It was surpassed
Prior to his promotion, only by net sales of $574
Zah was research and million in July 1980. Durdevelopment program ing the last two years
manager. He earned a B. these funds have had net
S. degree from Murray sales in all but two monState University and did ths.
postgraduate study at
Net sales were $456
University of Kentucky.
in March and $212
million
He joined the company in
April.
last
million
1969.
funds other
of
Assets
Pugh is the son of Mrs.
funds
short-term
than
L. D. Carr of Murray.
billion from
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco rose to $56.0
$53.0 billion in March.
Co., a subsidiary of R. J.
$58.5 billion in
Reynolds Industries, They were
1981.
April
Inc., manufactures
Winston, Salem, Camel,
Among short-term
Doral II, Vantage, More funds, assets of limited
and NOW cigarettes, as maturity municipal bond
well as a full range of funds remained at the
chewing and smoking March level of $7.1 billion
and, as previously
tobaccos.

ventional lending rates,
bonds are the only thing
that will help as fly," he
said.
His shopping center is
one of 22 construction
projects seeking a total of
$55.3 million in IRB financing at the committee's
two-day meeting in June,
the heaviest docket since
the committee opened
shop in September 1980.
For many of those 22 project developers, it's a
case of beating the clock,
pure and simple.
Still, there's one potential loophole in the law,
according to Mike
Mullins, principal staffer
for the bond oversight
committee. "There's no
definition in the law of
what constitutes a
downtown business
district," he said.
"Where, for example, is
'downtown Jeffersontown'?' (Jeffersontown is a sprawling
Louisville -area
municipality.)
Fiscal courts and city
councils, which must initially authorize the bond
issues, will help write
their own definitions.
"Local people are in a

Charles Mercer appointed
to administration ofcollege
,••

MEMPHIS — A Murray native has been appointed to the administration of ,the College of
Medicine at The University of Tennessee Center
for the Health Sciences
here.
Dr. Charles W. Mercer
will serve as associate
dean for clinical affairs in
the UTCHS College of
Medicine and as director
of .The University of Tennessee Medical Center.
Mercer, 47, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mercer of 1000 Main St.
A graduate of Murray
State University, he
received his M.D. from
e University of
Louisville School of
Medicine in 1960. After
completing a residency in
internal medicine at the
University of Kentucky,

Mercer practised at the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic
in Murray from 1966-1969.
He then completed a
fellowship in cardiology
at the University of Tennessee College of
Medicine, where he also
served on the faculty. For
the past nine years, he
was associated with
Cooper Green Hospital in
Birmingham, Ala., where
he was chief, of staff and
held the rank of clinical
professor of medicine at
the University of
Alabama,Birmingham.
Mercer is a Diplomate
of the American Board of
Internal Medicine with
subspecialty certification
in cardiovascular
diseases. In 1975, he was
elected to fellowship in
the American College of
Cardiology. Fellowship in

Paul Westpheling
joins ABC network

:".•;;

R. Paul Westpheling
III, a native of Fulton and
a career radio news journalist, has joined the
news staff of the ABC
radio network in New
York.
Westpheling, 34, comes
to New York from Radio
KNBR, NBC station in
San Francisco, where he
has been a member of the
news staff for the past
three years.
The son of Paul and Jo
Westpheling, Fulton,
publishers of Fulton
County newspapers for
the .past 34 years,
Westpheling is a 1970
graduate of Murray State
University, with a BA in
journalism.
Following graduation,
he has been associated
with the news staff of
WKLO, Louisville;
KGMB, Honolulu; KXRX, San Jose, Calif.;
KIKI, Honolulu; and the
Mututal Broadcasting
System, Washington,
D.C. He joined the staff of
KNBR in San Francisco
in 1978.
At ABC news center, he
will be a "correspondent", anchoring hourly
newscasts for the "Direction" radio network, one
of six networks under
ABC supervision.
A veteran of n years in
radio despite his young
age, Westpheling was
first heard, over the airwaves as a teen-age disc
-Veyit-WFUL radio in
joc
Fulton, where he emceed
a daily afternoon program of popular tunes.
He later served as an announcer at that station.

As an undergraduate at
Murray, he served on the
news staff of WNBS, and
summertime
employment between
semesters included
employment at WENK,
Union City, Tenn.
In the summer of 1969,
between his junior and
senior years at Murray,
he was awarded a journalism internship at Northwestern University,
Evanston.

Oppenheim
appointed
by firm
A. P. Casagrande, Vice
President-General
Manager announces the
appointment of Robert L.
Oppenheim to product
manager - Centrifugal
Air Compressor Division.
In this position, Oppenheim is responsible
for the sales and
marketing interface of
the Centrifugal Air Compressor Division, both
domestically and internationally.
Oppenheim started
with Ingersoll-Rand in
Phillipsburg, New
Jersey, in 1968 while still
an undergraduate at
Drexel University, under
the cooperative education
program. After receiving
his mechanical -engineering degree, he continued
at the University of Pennsylvania and obtained his
M. B. A. at the Wharton
School.

totals is office buildings;
there were 40 of those
projects totaling $189
million. (The World Coal
Center, Lexington,
makes up the majority of
that — $123.5 million.)
The committee also approved $92.6 million in
bond issues for retail
sales projects; $21.1
million for medical office
buildings; $19.5 million
for financial institutions;
$4.3 million for
restaurants; and $10.3
million for miscellaneous
projects.
On the committee's
June agenda are two 810
million projects — a
Bellevue office building
and Mr. Mattingly's factory outlet mall in Jefferson County — and a host
of other projects, including restaurants, bank
branches, other office
buildings and even a
skating rink.
"For some, it's the last
rush to get under the
wire, the last shot," Doris
said.
--KENTUCKY STOCKS
ON THE MOVE LAST
WEEK: Market direction
of the index of 25 Kentucky stocks was down.
Largest gain: General
2
/
Energy (OTC), to 191
from 19. Biggest losses:
Kentucky Central Life
2 from 141/4;
/
(OTC), to 131
Texas Gas Transmission
(NYSE), to 24 from 2544;
Vermont American
(AMEX),toll from 11N.

April mutual fund sales
second highest in history
reported, assets of money
market funds increased
to $192 billion from $191
billion in March.
The Investment Company Institute is the national association for
mutual funds. Its
members represent
about 92 percent of the
assets of the mutual fund
industry.

Dan Pugh
promoted
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PRINT PRESENTED — Johnny Reagan (right), head baseball coach and
athletic director at Murray State University, accepts the original baseball painting from Gladys Blackford,owner of the Blackford House Gallery which did the
framing. The original was used to make 500 limited-edition copies.

Pagliai's ad campaign
nominated for awards
The radio advertising
campaign for Pagliai's
Pizza, 510 Main St., has
been nominated for an International Radio
Festival Award.
Nominated in the
"series category," the
campaign includes eight
spots about the
restaurant. Also
nominated was the individual spot which is a
humorous look at the
delivery drivers of the
Murray Italfigan
restaurant.
The commercials were
written and produced by
Miller Leonard of
Nashville and feature a
national radio voice from
Texas.
Angela G. Weaver, promotions director for
Wynn's, edited and proofed the advertisemetts
and was the local company's representative
during discussions with
Madden and Goodrum &
Associates of Nashville
about the advertising

campaign.
In addition to the two
spots from Pagliai's,
Madden and Goodrum
have one other entry in
the international competition.

Entries will be judged
later this month in New
York.
Pagliai's features a
variety of pizzas and hot
sandwiches, spaghetti
and salad.

Pruitt completes
service school
Sammie Pruitt, serviceman at Stokes Tractor and Implement Co.
Inc., has completed a
week-long Massey
Ferguson tractor service
training school at the
regional headquarters in
Memphis.
"The school keeps us
abreast by teaching the
latest in maintenance and
repair techniques. We got
up-to-the-minute instruction on the new advances
in Massey equipment and
the professional
mechanical procedures

Pruitt is a resident of
Murray.

44110A0100410:1110
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needed to keep. equipment in top-flight
operating order," Pruitt
said.
"But the most important thing we learned was
how much Massey means
to business in its emphasis on serving
customers. We won't be
satisfies until the Massey
is synonymous with the
best customer service
available anywhere in the
world."
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Dan Pugh
Robert Oppenheim
Paul Westpheling
Charles Mercer
Pagliai's Pizza
Sammie Pruitt
Blackford House Gallery
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Get in touch with us, and
become the owner of a Montgomery Ward Sales Agency
with a line of over 100,000 items
to sell.
We're looking for Sales Agents ambitious husband/wife teams
with an urge to break out on
their own. And, we may have
just what you're looking for.
Our unique Sales Agency Store
program offers an exciting opportunity to operate a business
of your own with a small investment. and also gives you the opportunity to take advantage of
the investment we've already
made, as well as over a century
of Catalog business experience.
Once you become a Sales Agent.
you can use Wards name,
catalogs and credit Sell our
branded merchandise, and have
across to the same systems,concepts and materials we use to
operate our company-owned
stores_ Best of all, your investment will probably be considerably less than would be required for a regular retail
business with similar sales
volume

erence:

Th

lower heating and cooling costs
*

You'll love the difference between a heat pump and
conventional electric resistance heating system because a
heat pump heats your home for less money. It produces two
units of heat for every one unit of electricity it uses. And that
means savings for you.
The difference in a heat pump lies in how it operates.
It provides heat by drawing
the sun's warmth out of the
air and pumping it into your
home. In summer, it reverses
its operation to provide
central air-conditioning for
your Arne.
Give us a call for more
information about energyefficient .heat pumps.. You'll
love the difference.

If you are willing to accept
responsibility, in return for a
future in your own business,
we'd like to talk about your personal qualifications and give you
more details about our plan.
Write or phone today
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GREENER PASTURES — The new sprinkler system (top
right) irrigates Bermuda grass on one of two practice
greens.(Above)The view from tee to green at hole number
5.(Below left) L.D. Miller, left, and Dr.Sal Matarazzo work
on a shelter house roof.(Below right) Matarazzo is assisted
by Paul Crocker, with hat, and Jerry Lemons, a Murray
State grad slated to be the course's groundskeeper. Staff
photos by John Salerno
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Spring '83opening planned

Miller golf course taking shape
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SCORECARD
Yardage

to

Hole
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Out

Par
4
3
4
4
4
4
4
5
3
35

Back

Front
325
100
290
320
290
305
305
435
140
2510

Mid
395
145
375
380
350
365
375
490
160
3035

420
170
400
390
375
395
405
515
190
3260
414

This is the architect s
sketch of the routing of the
18 holes .for Me -6,890-yard
championships Frances E
Miller Memorial Golf Course
par for which will be 71

It
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

4
5
4
4
4
3t
5
3

260
420
345
325
305
120
435
140

325
480
425
395
370
160
495
170

350
510
450
420
395
180
515
195

in
out
Total

36
35
71

2090
2510
5200

-3210
3035
6245

3430
3260
6690

By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
You don't have to be a connoisseur or a critic to
appreciate fine foods or a work of art. And you don't
have to be a seasoned golfer to realize that the
Frances E. Miller Memorial Golf Course will soon
be a Western Kentucky showcase. '
Fairways have been sprigged, sprinklers installed and course officials are optimistic the 175 acres
of rolling hills will be converted into a first-class
golf course by Memorial Day 1983.
The construction of the course met some initial
resistance from state officials because it is partially funded by profits from the university bookstore.
The store is controlled by the Murray State University Foundation, which is also utilizing private contributions to build the $730,300 course.
But it is evident construction has not been slowed
in the least, as several projects are nearing completion this month. L.D. Miller — who donated the
$200,000 tract as a golf course to be named after his
wife — is personally involved in overseeing the
course development.
Earlier this week, he happily reported that the
computerized Blue Bird sprinkler system is working well and the fairways are covered with a green
hint of Bermuda grass. The system, Miller said,
runs from two 460-foot deep wells and can pump up
to 900 gallons a minute. To prevent the cold well
water from damaging the Bermuda, the water is
pumped through a warm lagoon before entering the
sprinkler system:
In addition to the fairways, the foliage on the two
practice greens — one of bent grass, the other Ber-

Nicklaus leads Kemper Open

GOSPEL MEETING
June 7th-13th
Sunday
-Sat.
Mon.
a.m.
10:45
7:30 p.m. 6 p.m.
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Weekend Specials
Friday-Saturday & Sunday

Free Banquet Facilities
21 Piece Shrimp
Platter or Hickory
Smoked Ribs.

Speaker Jay Lockhart

GREEN PLAIN
CHURCH OF CHRIST

muda — is also beginning the grow. All the greens
on the course will feature bent grass, which is noted
for its soft surface and Jolerance of low
temperatures. Because of its ability to withstand
cold, Miller said the course can be played on yearround.
Several building projects are also nearing completion. Two shelter houses made with solid oak
beams from a 60-year old tobacco barn are almost
finished. The shelters will be grounded to provide
safety from a storm, and strategically located so
golfers can get to them.
The maintenance buidling has already been completed, and to its rear is the near-finished pro shop.
The shop — taken exactly from plans of the Troy
State, Ala. Golf Course — features overhead fans
and one-inch thick hickory paneling. All that needs
to be completed in the brick structure is the
fireplace and chimney.
The course architects are Kidwell & Hurzdan of
Columbus, Ohio. Jack Kidwell has been a golf
course architect for 21 years, and a Class A PGA
professional golfer for 34. He has designed and constructed more than 60 private and public courses
across the Midwest.
Contractor for the course is Salyers Golf Course
Construction, Inc., Delaware, Ohio, which has constructed more than 40 golf courses in,its 25 years.
Both Miller and Dr. Sal Matarazzo, course committee chairman,said the project was let out for bids at
the right time because the construction industry
needed work. "It would haVe eost ug InGther`t
$250,000 if we let out the bids today," Matarazzo
said.

$3.99

SPECIAL

tech Specie! Includes
Choice of Potato, Dinner
Roll wW Soled Bor.
753-0440
12th St.

Money
Bel Air Center

By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
BETHESDA, Md.(AP)
— The sight was almost
too much for even a man
of the golfing talents of
Jack Nicklaus to behold
— seven birdies in eight
holes.
"I just kept looking in
amazement as the ball
kept rolling in the hole,"
said the 36-hole leader in
the Kemper Open.
Nicklaus' streak solved
Congressional Country
Club's difficult 7,173
yards Friday for a 7under-par 65, good for a
total of 137 and a twostroke lead going into today's third round.
Craig Stadler, the
defending champion and
chasing Nicklaus with 67-

139, was not stunned at
the performance by the
sport's all-time money
champion, the winner of
almost $4 million.
"I was surprised not to
see him make more birdies on the back nine,"
said Stadler.
Nicklaus started his
run with a birdie at No.3.
His par at six kept the 42year-old Ohioan from
eight consecutive birdies,
the all-time PGA Tour
record shared by Bob
Goalby and Fuzzy
Zoeller.
It helped him to a frontnine of 6-under-par 30
that equaled a course
record established by
Ken Venturi in the 1964
U.S. Open at Congressional.

"I didn't think I was
quite capable of that on
this golf course. I don't
know when I've had a
streak like that," said
Nicklaus, shooting for his
first Kemper triumph but
his 70th in 21 professional
years.
Nicklaus says his vision
is not what it once was,
but he has no difficulties
on greens. He proved that
point Friday.
"I've had 40-40 vision in
my right eye for eightnine years," he said.
"I'm too stubborn to wear
glues. And I've tried
contacts, '
"My vision around the
green is very clear. &Just
have trouble with
distances."
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Belmont favorite remains Cielo
despite injury to jockey Maple

Jaeger, Wilonder turn Open
into tourney of 17-year-olds
By CAROLYN LESH
Wilander's triumph beat Vilas, but maybe
Associated Press Writer shattered his compatriot he'll get a little bit
nerPARIS (AP) — With Bjorn Borg's record of vous," Wilander said.
the stunning successes of being the youngest player "Anything can happen in
Sweden's Mats Wilander ever to reach the finals. the final. It will be very
and American Andrea The Swedish teen-ager is hard and I will not be
Jaeger, the 1962 French two months younger than disappointed ill lose."
Open tennis tournament Borg was when he made
Wilander's defeat of
has shaped up to be the it into the finals in 1974 Clerc came with one of
year of the 17-year-olds.
and went on to win his the more extraordinary
Both Jaeger, who first of six French Open shows of sportsmanship
celebrated her 17th birth- championships.
in the history of the
day Friday, and
Jaeger toppled four- French Open.
Wilander, who turns 18 in time champion and top
The Swedish teen-ager
August, have become the seed Chris Evert Lloyd 6- insisted on playing
the
youngest players to ever 3, 6-1 Thursday to qualify last point of his semifinal
reach the finals of this for the final. It was only again because he thought
$917,000 Grand Slam tour- Lloyd's fourth defeat on Clerc had been given
a
nament.
clay in 222 matches since bad call. The umpire,
Jaeger, seeded third August 1973.
Jacques Dorfmann, had
here, met fellow
Jaeger's victory made already declared
American Martina her the youngest woman Wilander the winner
and
Navratilova, the No.2 to reach the finals since climbed down from
his
seed today on the slow Britain's Christine chair.
red clay courts of Roland Truman managed it in
Garros Stadium for the 1959 and then went on to
"The umpire thought
women's title and the take the title at 18 years, the ball was out,"
$51,000 first-place prize.
Wilander said. "I don't
five months.
Sunday's $66,000 men's
Navratilova, a 25-year- know what the linesman
championship will pit old native of said, but I thought it was
Wilander against Guiller- Czechoslovakia who good. I said, 'I can't win
mo Vilas of Argentina, a became a naturalized like this. It's impossible.
29-year-old powerhouse U.S. citizen last year, We should play two
who has been in four moved into the finals balls."
previous French Open after taking only 41
The point was replayed
Joe Groves
finals and who has won min•ites to post a 6-0, 6-2 and Clerc netted a
all five Volvo Grand Prix win over defending cham- backhand.
tournaments he has pion Hana Mandlikova of
"In all my experience,
entered this year.
Czechoslovakia. It was
Vilas, the 1977 winner her 40th victory in 41 mat- I have never seen a
gesture like that on. Former Murray High spent last season in Little
here, staged his sixth ches this year.
match point," said Dorf- righthander Joe Graves Falls, N.Y. on the Mets
straight-set victory of the
tournament Friday with
Jaeger had lost her last mann, who also is the has been assigned to team in the New Yorka 6-1, 6-3, 7-6 semifinal three matches against tournament referee.
Shelby, N.C. by the New Penn. League.
At his packed post- York Mets for the 1982
win over Spain's Jose Navratilova, including
He had signed as a
Higueras, the No.16 seed the title match in a clay victory news conference, season.
short reliever but worked
who a day earlier had court tournament in Wilander admitted it was
The Shelby team, the as a starter on the Little
felled second-seeded Jim- Hilton Head, S.C., in not the first time he has third step of six teams in Falls squad. At spring
my Connors of the United April, and had a 4-6 requested a match point the Mets' ninor league training this year in St.
lifetime record with her be replayed. He said dur- system, is a single A Petersburg, Fla., he
States.
ing a European Cup team in the South Atlan- threw three innings every
The unseeded Wilander going into the finals.
match against tic League. The league two days preparing for
took three hours, 42
"I have the tools to beat Yugoslavia, he was on consists
minutes to stage his third
of 10 teams af- his conversion back to
major upset of the tour- her," Jaeger said of match point and thought filiated with the Mets, short reliever.
nament by downing Navratilova. "If I have to his opponent had been Tigers, Rangers, CarShelby is currently 26fourth-seeded Jose Clerc stay out there for 4 kt given a bad call. dinals, Phillies, Blue 22in the northern division
Wilander asked for the Jays, Royals, Yankees, of the South Atlantic
of Argentina 7-5, 6-2, 1-6, hours,I can do it."
Wilander was less op- point to be replayed Braves
7-5 in a match that had
and Pirates, and League, and Graves is 4-3
17,000 fans roaring with timistic about his again.
all play a 144-game with three saves and a
On that occasion, he schedule.
approval.for a rare show chances Sunday against
2.60 ERA. He is the son of
lost two more games
of sportsmanship by the Vilas.
Graves signed as a free Joe and Mary Graves of
"I feel I can't really before taking the match.
Swede.
agent in June 1981 and Murray.

By DICK JOYCE
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Conquistador Cielo had
the favorite's role and a
new jockey for today's
114th Belmont Stakes.
Laffit Pincay, a Hall of
Fame jockey, was named
to replace injured Eddie
Maple aboard Conquistador Cielo in the 11horse field.
Maple, who won the
1980 Belmont aboard
Temperence Hill, suffered a broken rib and
contusions of one of his
kidneys in a sixth race
mishap at Belmont Park
Friday.
Angel Santiago, whb
suffered a compression
fracture of three
vertebrae in his back
after being spilled in the
ninth race, will miss his
ride aboard longshot
Anemal in the Belmont.
Maple, 33, escaped

„

Triple Crown event.
Conquistador Cielo, a
record-breaker in his last
start, was expected to go
off the favorite despite
the presence of the Kentucky Derby and
Preakness winners.
While Conquistador
Cielo came back after only a four-day rest, Derby
winner Gato Del Sol
made his first start since
the Derby after a 35-day
layoff.
Gato Del Sol,
Preakness winner
Aloma's Ruler and
Linkage, the Preakness
runner-up by a halflength, were the other top
contenders in the field for
the 11
/
2 miles, a distance
no 3-year-olds have ever
run before.
Others in the field were
Cut Away, Anemal, High
Ascent, Royal Roberto,
Estoril, Illuminate and
Lejoli.
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"State Farm has LIFE insurance,
too! Call mefor
,details."
SI•111 ••••I

Graves assigned to N.C.

76er coach looks ahead with guarded optimism

serious injury when his
mount, Snow Girl, snapped a cannon bone in her
left leg and had to be
destroyed. Maple also
was apparently kicked by
one of the following
horses.
The mishap also cost
Maple his ride aboard
Flying Partner, who
finished fouth in Friday's
Mother Goose Stakes for
fillies.
Santiago, 32, won the
Mother Goose aboard
Cupecoy's Joy, then the
ninth race aboard
Billowy, who dumped the
rider shortly after the
finish. He will undergo
surgery later this week.
Pincay flew to New
York Friday night after
riding at Hollywood
Park.
Second to Bill
Shoemaker in all-time
money earnings, he was
seeking to win his first

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
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Pro baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Sunday's Games
Eastern Divides
Cleveland at Toronto,2
Eastern Division
W L Pet. GB
Seattle
at Detroit
W L Pct. GB
St_ Louis
33 19
.635 Kansas City at New York
Detroit
31 11
.633 31 19
Montreal
25 22
.620
,., Baltimore at Minnesota
.532
514 Boston
Philadelphia
26 23
.531
554 Cleveland
Boston at California
24 33
.531
5
New York
27 24
.529
54 Milwaukee
Milwaukee at Oakland
25 24
.510
6
Pittsburgh
21 28
.429 104 New York
Chicago at Texas
25 24
.510 (6
Chicago
21 31
.464 12
Baltimore
23 26
.469
I
Western Division
Toronto
23 28
.451
9 TRACK AND FIELD
Atlanta
29 20
.592 Western Division
San Diego
PROVO, Utah (AP) —
21 21
.571
1
California
31 21
.596 Los Angeles
25 27
.461
5,4 Chicago
a
21
.571
I LS Del
Davis, a junior at
Houston
23 28
.451
7
Kansas City
l&5
22 21
'571
San Francisco 23 30
the
.434
8
Seattle
26
a
,411
6 UCLA, equaled
Cincinnati
21 29
.420
IP: Oakland
25 28
.472
6. American
high jump
Friday's Games
Texas
16 29
.356 1 1 kt
San Francisco 11. Chicago3
Minnesota
13 . 41
.241 10 record of 7 feet, 7 Ya inSan Diego 5, Pittsburgh 1
Friday's Games
ches at the NCAA OutCincinnati 8, New York 3
Cleveland 6, Toronto 3
Montreal at Atlanta, ppd., rain
door Track and Field
Seattle 4, Detroit 0
Houston 8,Philadelphia 3
Kansas City 4, New York 1
Championships.
St.Louis 5, Los Angeles 2
Texas 4, Chicago 1
However, Davis took
Saturday's Games
Minnesota 6, Baltimore 0
San Francisco i Gale 1.4) at Chicago
Boston II, California 4,11 innings
second place on more
(Bird 3-5)
Milwaukee 10, Oakland 1
misses behind Texas-El
San Diego ( Lollar 5-01 at Pittsburgh
Sotarday's Games
( Moska u•-31,(n)
Cleveland I Sorensen 5-31 at Toronto Paso's Milt Ottey, a
New York ( Puleo 5-21 at Cincinnati I Stith 4-51
(Soto 4-41,1n)
Seattle I Perry 4-41 at Detroit ( Petry native Canadian. Ottey
Montreal (Gullickson 3-3) at Atlanta 5-31
set a Canadian and CornWalk 44),(n)
Milwaukee I McClure 2-21 at Oakland
monwealth record when
Los Angeles ( Valemuela 4-4) at St. I McCatly 4-1)
Louis(Mura 5-3),n)
Kansas City (Gera 5-2) at New York he cleared 7-7 /
1
4, breakPhiladelphia (Christenson 341 at (Lewis041, in)
Houston (K nepper 2-5 1.( n)
Baltimore(Palmer 2-31 at Minnesota ing his own mark of 7-6 NI.
Sunday's Games
( Williams 2-2.),( n I
The world mark of 7-83
/
4
San Diego at Pittsburgh
Chicago (Burns 6-3, at Texas
was set by Gerd Wessig of
Montreal at Atlanta
( Honeycutt 8-4 ), In)
Los Angeles at SI Louis
Boston (Tudor 4-3) at California East Germany in the 1980
New York at Cincinnati
(Risen 4-1).(n)
Olympic Games at
San Francisco at Chicago
Philadelphia at Houston, In)
Moscow.

.

By JOHN NADEL
"When you get somebody postseason record in in his second NBA ring
to the fact that the
AP Sports Writer
down, you have to kick league history.
season. Abdul-Jabbar, Lakers were eliminated
LOS ANGELES (AP) them.
Six NBA champions who is now 35, had 22 by the Houston Rockets in
— Philadelphia Coach
"The pressure is on have gone through the points for the Lakers in a first-round
mini-series.
Billy Cunningham Philly now. If .Sunday's playoffs with only
two Game 4 Thursday night "We have a game to win
realizes his team is in big game is close, they'll feel losses. But only the
and now has scored 20 and we're not taking
trouble. But despite the it more than us. I don't Milwaukee Bucks, in
points or more in 102 of anything for granted.
fact that the 76ers face a think anybody can beat 1971, had to win 12 games
108 career playoff games.
"Philadelphia is a first3-1 deficit in the National us."
to win the title. The Bucks
Abdul-Jabbar isn't class team. They'll be
Basketball Association
A victory by the Lakers were 12-2 that year, while ready to celebrate any back Sunday.
.524
Main
759-9888,
...
Championship Series, he Sunday would not only the Lakers are 11-1 in this
championships yet.
doesn't sound like a give them their second year's playoffs.
"Last year we took the
beaten man.
NBA championship in the
A member of that playoffs for granted and
In fact, Cunningham past three years, it would Milwaukee team was
found ourselves thrown
expressed optimism after enable them to record the center Kareem Abdulinto an early vacation,"
the 76ers rallied in the finest one-year Jabbar, who was playing
said Abdul-Jabbar, referfourth quarter in Game 4
of the series Thursday
night, only to lose to the
Los Angeles Lakers 111101.
Park League
while Jeffrey Brandon, Daniels each doubled.
"I thought L.A. was a
Clinic Pharmacy top- V .J. Cohoon, Jon
EACH
different ballclub when ped Lassiter plaster, 16- Smother
man, Jason
In Kentucky League acthe game got close," he 12, and Hopkinsville Modglin
and Warren tion at the old city park
observed. "They stopped Federal defeated Owens Latimer
all had doubles. Friday evening, the
looking for the run. But 10-7 in Friday night ac- In the second game, Jaycees needed just four
that doesn't mean we can tion at the old city park.
Chris Bailey had two base hits in the first game
come out and just play
Chris Garland had two homers for Hopkinsville to defeat Artcraft
Skirts 119
You can cover larger areas
one good half Sunday as triples and Neil Lax had Federal, while Seth Arant
Event), Clowned •EACH
Photography,11-6.
more
bicycle
enjoy
a
and
on
we did tonight. We have three doubles for Clinic tripled
and homered,
The winning pitchers
scenery, than by any other form
to concentrate for 48 Pharmacy. Teammates Greg Jones doubled
twice were David Potts and
minutes."
of transportation.
with extra base hits and homered, Mike Craig Schwettman, and
The 76ers will be trying were: Chris Norsworthy, Lovett doubled and
HOUR LIMIT 2
Benji Kelly had a double
While Supplies last...or until June 12th
to do something that's Donnie Gibson, Shane homered,
and Steven and a single for Artcraft.
DRY
never been done in the 35 Knight, Will Hollander, Gresham tripled and
Raleigh
Rompar
Raleigh
Bill Fandrich and
3-spood
previous NBA Champion- Robin Dick, Hoppy Duffy, hornered.
P-i's
R4's
&
3-spood
Kevin Tucker combined
Roodster
for kids
ship Series, starting with John Galloway (all
Sport
Central Shopping Comer
Other extra base hits to pitch a no-hitter in the
$139's
80"
to $94"
Sunday's fifth game at doubles); Mitch Downy were made by Mike seconda
s
7:00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
S184
Open
95
game to lead
Ph000: 153-132S
the Spectrum in and Kevin Compton Dowdy and Jay Richard- their
Cablevision squad
Philadelphia. No team (triples) and Jerry son,each with a triple.
r
past Rotary, 4-2. Rotary
Ir.• *••••••• •••••
has ever overcome a 3-1 Nelson hit a home run.
I u••• 14•••••
Cadms or Mon
.
111
For Owens, Toby also had a strong mound
era,
r
2 Pea
••••••
deficit to win the league
39
For Lassiter Plaster, Latimer had a pair of performance from Joey
•••• Jr• 7,12
Suits 9
title.
IUM EACH
c.a..... me...,
those with triples were doubles, Matt Robertson Waller and Bruce ThurUm*
',
9
Bit, 1111•1••
Game 5 begins at 2 Russell Adkins, Darren
753 CEOS
had a triple, and Hal mond, who allowed just
p.m., EDT. A sixth game, Gantt and Sammy Fuson, Nance
Dixieland
Center Murray.Ky. 42071
Tommy
two singles.
and
if necessary, will be
played Tuesday night in
Los Angeles. A seventh
game,if needed, would be
played next Thursday
night at the Spectrum.
The percentages shown are for a
"We have been in this
As the costs of producing
Ask us for information on
position before, only the
tvoicallv-sized all-electric home
electricity—fuel, construction,
how you can reduce your
and should
opposite way, up three-tolabor, interest, and materials—
energy use. The savings will
one," said Cunningham
give you an
have increased, so has your
be y2urs.
after Game 4. "We know
idea of where
electric bill. But you can save by
it takes four games to win
your electric
using less electricity. The largest
and we are looking fordollar
savings are possible in the areas
ward to coming back to
that use the most electricity—
L.A."
heating, cooling, and water heating
The Lakers led by as
many as 19 points in the
Eltactric Raiding/Air-Conditioning 60%
second half at the Forum
water Heating
16%
Thursday night, but the
RefrigoratorlFroozer
3%
Viers battled back, getRang.
4%
ting as close as seven
Lighting, TV, Miscellaneous
9%
points in the late going.
Dryer
3%
However, they could get
no closer.
Om 7 Days A Weak
"I thought it was a case
of celebrating a little too
Corry Out & DfiVe Thraogh
early," said Los Angeles
Chastain St. Alionly753-0045
ilerray-Mayfithl 153-4341
guard Norm Nixon.

Larry Krouse Insurance

Ride A Bicycle
On Your Vacation

you want

Park, Ky. Leagues compete Friday

vssts 494

one
cLeanens

Tuesday Night
Is Rib Night
At T.J.'s Bar-B-Q

How the cookie crumbles!

Get A Rib Plate And
Medium Drink For $2.75

T.J.'s Bar-B-Q

West Ky. Rural Electric Coop-Corp
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west kentucky outdoors

by wade bourne

•••
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Good boots are necessary to most outdoor activity. Henee, boot selection is one of the sportsman's most
important choices. New technology in the boot business in the past two years has presented the shopper
with many new considerations.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
would require treatment
withomink oil or dubbin
grease, and would last
around 3-4 years if used
moderately.
But the last three years
has seen a revolution in
boot making, hence boot
buying. The space age
has changed the business
by spawning the birth of
new synthetics which offer the same strength as
leather at about half and
weight. New insulators
are on the market. New
We're Known For Our...
sole materials are in use.
*Delicious Fish Dinners •Hornemade Desserts
The benefit to consumers
*Plate Lunches •Breakfast Served Anytime
is a better product, one
which lasts longer and is
Sunday Dinner
more efficient, at roughly
Chicken & Dressing, 3
Hwy the same price of the old
Vegetables, Twos Coffee,
68 models. The only proBread & Dessert
blem is, not many boot
ionatha
Ii
54-6192
buyers are aware of or
Cree
the new
understand
p.m
5:00 a.m.-9:30
to a store, tried a pair on,
and if they fit, you paid
your money and left.
Chances are you'd just
purchased leather boots
with little or no insulation. They would weigh
around four pounds,

ARQUITA'S
PLACE

z

technology.
Hence this boot shopper's guide. I researisyed
the subject recently for
an upcoming magazine
article, talking to seven
different manufacturers
about their products and
what consumers should
be looking for.
Two obvious points
should be remembered
when shopping for new
boots. First, you get what
you pay for. Try to cut
corners in this department, and you might
wind up with cheaply
built boots made from second quality materials.
When the going gets
tough, these boots might
fail, jeopardizing your
outdoor enjoyment, and
in the extreme, your
health and safety.

-
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VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

641 Super Shell

Olympic Plaza

All Straw Hats
1 000 Off
Lathes western
Blouses

Where "Service Is Our Business

795
Reg. 25.95 Sale1
S

Hw.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
SUE 8. ClIARLIE'S:=,

RESTAURANT
Au

u

Kentucky—

Serving Those

Famous Fish Dinners
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Pork

Complete Line of Fishing
and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor, Ski &
Retail!
3E, Pontoon Rentals
For All Your Fishing Needs
/
CV11;
'4:
2

$ Guide Service, Covere
Storage, Launching Ramp,
502-79-5693
: Tackle, Bait

Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
$
tL
tEast
Phone a
Murray, Ky. 42071
xnec AWL Avir•;qv,mks Avitk MR(raw.xmix xi

Rt. 1 Nordin(502)474-224S or 474-2211 Ext. 171

Sales & Service
*Mercury Outboard
*Pro Craft
*Lowe 8, SkeeterBass Boats

Mack & Mack Marine
Aurora, Ky.

474-2251

4/ W. -4 44

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, Colo. (AP) — Bob
Adams started. feeding
the local elk 10 years ago
because it was a cold
winter.
That year, he set out
hay for 100 elk on his
large ranch near this
Rocky Mountains resort.
Since then, his feed bills

PLUS

Fishing fair in most lakes;
rundown throughout state given
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Fishing generally is fair in most Kentucky lakes. The state
gave this rundown:
Kentucky — Sauger
fair trolling deep runners
along submerged ridges;
catfish fair with cutbaits
and nightcrawlers
around rocky banks; in
tailwaters catfish good;
clear to murky, stable, at
summer pool and 78
degrees.
Barkley — White bass
fair to good in jumps;
bluegill and catfish fair
along shoreline; in
tailwaters catfish slow;
clear, stable, at summer
pool, 78.
Nolin — Black bass and
white bass fair to good in
jumps; bluegill fair
around rocky banks;
clear to murky to muddy,
stable, at summer pool,
80.
Rough River — Bluegill
fair on worms and
crickets along shoreline;
clear to murky, stable, 1
foot above summer pool,
78.
Barren — White bass
fair at night along deep
banks; bluegill and catfish fair along shoreline;
clear to murky to muddy,
stable, at summer pool,
78.
Green — Bluegill good
on worms and crickets
along shoreline; crappie
fair in submerged cover;
clear to murky to muddy,

have ranged between
$4,000 and $7,000 a winter.
"I just like elk — and
they're hungry," explained Adams, who is board
chairman of Energy
Fuels Nuclear Inc. in
Denver. "I think more
(feeding) should be
done."
This winter, Adams fed
250 elk. But he's not sure
why so many more of the
animals are finding their
way to his chow. "I don't
know if the herd's grown,
or if they're telling each
other," he said.
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OUSE
West Jefferson St., Codit, Ky.

$7.50 Hundred
$8 00 Hundred

LUNCH: Tues.-Sun. 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
DINNER: Tues.-Sat. 5 p.m.-9 p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAY NIGHTS & MONDAYS
Li

$6.00 Hundred
$6.75 Hundred
$7 50 Hundred

7534378

Industrial Rd.

stable, at summer pool,
78.
Dale Hollow — White
bass fair at night along
deep banks; bluegill fair
on worms and crickets;
clear to musky, stable, 2
feet above normal pool,
79.
Cumberland — Walleye
fair to good trolling deep
runners along points and
gravel banks; white bass
fair to good at night along
deep banks; crappie fair
in submerged cover; in
tailwaters trout fair on
cheese and corn; clear to
murky, rising; at the
timberline, 78.
Laurel — Trout good at
night with corn and
cheese along deep banks;
black bass fair on spinnerbaits and surface
lures early and late;
clear, stable, 2 feet below
power pool, 81.
Herrington — black
bass good on surface
lures early and late and
with plastic worms at
night; bluegill good drifting crickets along deep
banks in lower lake;
hybrid rockfish fair on
jigs and nightcrawlers
near the dam; clear to
murky to muddy,rising, 4
feet above summer pool,
81.
Cave Run — Musky
slow in timbered coves;
bluegill fair on worms
and crickets along deep
banks; clear to murky to
muddy, stable, at summer pool, 76.
Grayson — Crappie fair
in submerged cover;
bluegill fair around
stickups; murky to muddy, stable, 2 feet above
summer pool, 76.
Buckhorn -- Crappie
fair 10 to 15 feet deep in
submerged cover; catfish
fair along rocky banks;
clear to murky to muddy,
stable, at summer pool,
80.
Dewey — Crappie fair
10 to 12 feet deep in
submerged cover; clear
to murky to muddy,
stable, at summer pool,
78.
Fishtrap — Crappie
slow in submerged cover;
clear to murky to muddy,
stable, at summer pool,
80.

Gracious Dining • Scottish Decor
Reservations Accepted at 322-31•30

Buchanan Feed

1:•:

•• .

EDDIE ROLLINS caught the largest bass, seven
pounds three ounces, in the Murray Bass Club
Fishing Tournament out of Devil's Elbow on
Barkley Lake on May 22.

Man feedielk in wintertime;
herd grows over the years

Give your pigs the
best from the
beginning with
Purina High octane
Pig Startena.

•11 4P-4a ••• 44,-"Ra
•
414.-••

1

High Octane®
Pig Startena®

7-1 Hog Feed
5-1 Hog Feed
Shelled Corn
Cracked Corn
Scratch Grain

"
.
.48-411

Meinuy Ledger & Times

toward lighter boots, and
a few leading manufacturers now put out products weighing only two
pounds. This is important
to the sportsman, since
taking a pound off the feet
is equivalent to taking 6-8
pounds off the back in
terms of walking fatigue.
Following is a list of
new materials that boot
salesmen will hit you
with: Thinsulate, a
lightweight, super efficient insulator; Cordura
and ballistic nylon, upper
boot materials which are
as tough-and much
lighter-than leather;
Nubrelle, Cambrelle and
nylon tricot, synthetic
inner-liner materials
which won't rot and
which wick perspiration
off the foot and into adjacent layers for quick drying ; Gore-Tex, a waterproof liner.
Sole design and composition are also _important in boot selection.
Two classes of soles are
lug and crepe. Lug soles
are the heavy cleated
type, for use on hard surfaces (rocks) or in steep
terrain. They provide
greater support and
reduce the boots' torque,
making it easier to walk
on slopes. Crepe soles are
softer and designed for
clay and soft soils. These
are general purpose soles
for the upland hunter,
and they provide a flexible walking cushion.
Two other considerations are important in
choosing the right soles.
Black soles usually last
longer, since they contain
carbon black, an abraision resistor. Also, when
buying crepe-soled boots,
check the bottoms for the
words "neoprene" or "oil
proof." These soles won't
decompose if exposed to
oil, grease or gasoline.
.elsi sum, boot selection
should never be made be
made arbitrarily.
Various boots are designed with specific purposes
in mind. The sportsman
who knows enough to
match features with their
intended use will be a
wiser shopper. And once
outdoors, his feet will
thank him.
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Plan on spending $60120 for a top quality pair
of boots. Most boots sold
in today's market go for
$60-90. Stay with the
brand names. They can't
afford to put out a cheap
product. =
Second, buy your boots
from a retailer who
knows his product line
and whose reputation
rides with each sale. He
won't steer you wrong,
and you'll also be assured
of a proper fit.
Following only these
two points, a shopper
should be able to purchase a reliable pair of
boots at a fair price. But
the more said shopper
knows about what he's
after, the greater his insurance in terms of product satisfaction.
Today's boots are
divided into two basic
categories: waterproof
and welt. The waterproof
boot features soles which
are heat fused or
vulcanized to the uppers.
The uppers are treated
with sikcone to close the
pores. -Stitch seams are
coated with latex to stop
moisture from seeping in.
Welt boots (or more
properly, Goodyear
Welt), are the classic
models wherein soles are
stitched onto the uppers.
Each variety has its
strong points and
tradeoffs. The waterproof
boot isn't exactly what
the name implies. It'll
turn water under most
circumstances, but don't
expect to wade in
streams for hours without
leakage. In waterproof
boots the silicone shield
rests in the first few
thousandths-of-an-inch on
the upper's surface. Any
slight scratch or abrasion
breaks this shield and
allows leaks. And once
the soles on a pair of
waterproof boots wear
out, owing to the
vulcanized attachment,
new soles can't be put on.
The boots must be
discarded. The expected
life of waterproof boots
under moderate use is
around two years.
Welt boots are longerlasting since you can
have a new pair of soles
stitched on at any shoe
store. The big drawback
with welt boots is that
water seeps in readily
through stitch holes
where soles are joined to
uppers. This seepage can
be retarded by dubbin
grease, but it's hard to
eliminate it completely.
Now to the new stuff. In
the last two years
manufacturers have
started using new synthetics in uppers, lining,
soles, insulation... The
new wave has been
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Boots. They're one
thing all sportsmen have
in common, be they
hunters, fishermen,
hikers or whatever.
Until recent years, buying a pair of boots was
simple. You just went in-
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PURINA
CHOWS

Murray, Ky.

Open 7Days A Week
4 a.m.-6 p.m.

Durgin 0
Bait Shop
Worms — Minnows
Licenses — Ice — Supplies

147 Ridge Rd.-Hamlin, Ky.
436-2102
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Your Individual Horoscope
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Fishing Line
they are coming off their
beds and that is better
than it was.
I saw more large males
taken (4-5 pound class)
than I have seen in a few
years.
The sauger have moved
onto the ledges and seem
to be in excellent physical
condition this year.
Almost any color of
deep running lure will get
you some strikes.
However, you may want
to switch around if the action gets slow.
Watch for schools or
concentrations of fish on
your locator and work
these areas a little more
than usual.
The stripes are really
lean because of the low
shad population, in fact,
many of the fish (all
species) I have cleaned,
were feeding on small
drum.
Our present shad fry
needs to grow some more
before they can move onto the main lake, but I expect other predator

•661116.

species to chase them
more while they are still
in the bays.
We found some crappie
on these deep ledges
while looking for sauger,
so if you prefer to fish for
crappie look along the
deep drops first.
The water is still a little
cool for a mayfly hatch
but keep a close watch for
small isolated hatches on
the main lake. Usually
the first four or five will
be small but they attract
every fish in the lake!

1

WINCHESTER, Ind.
(AP)- The Rev. Walter
Haynes has been chauffeuring a bunch of
youngsters around town
and even took them to
Cincinnati, and the whole
time he was driving he
didn't hear a peep out of
them.
It wasn't until he got
out of his car each time
that he heard the peeping. He had a nest of baby
sparrows living under his
bumper.
Haynes, pastor of
Wesleyan Holiness
Church in Winchester,
was puzzled because an
adult sparrow had spent
much of May eyeing the
rear bumper of his car.
The reason was confirmed when he went to
Walters' Tire Center to
have an exhaust system
fixed.
"While we were working on the car we heard
all this chirping going on
somewhere," said owner
Dean Walters. "There
was a nest in the upper
ring of the bumper.
"I told him you've got
birds up in this bumper.
Your bumper's for the
birds," Walters said.

FOR MONDAY,JUNE 7,19C
What kind of day will tomor- CANCER
matter. Relatives get in touch
Walters said the row be? To find out what the (June 21 toJuly 22) 0
0 with ou.
you career progress. A friend
workers couldn't see the stars say, read the forecast Creative pursuits are SCORPIO
may have a financial tip. Time
especially favored now. Enjoy (Oct. 23 toNov.21)
birds, but assumed from given for your birth Sign.
a special night on the town You need to be a bit wary in spent by yourself is rethe commotion "there's
with a loved one. Singles meet financial matters, but your op- juvenating.
three or four young ones ARIES
timism brings you benefits in PISCES
with
1
4
er4
19)
romance.
Apr.
to
21
Mar.
(
up there."
other areas. Communications (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Haynes, 60, says the Career interests prosper LEO
You'll find recognition or
are favored.
(July 23 to Aug. M)
now
and
also
with
meet
you'll
nest was near the left and financial
#praise in business. Friends at
xieg
Inspiration is strong and you SAGITTARIUS
You
opportunities.
center of his 1973 may receive unexpected, but may revise some creative (Nov.22toDec.21)
- a distance want you to visit.
Chevrolet. The exhaust helpful,advice.
ideas. Business luck accrues, You're a bit in the clouds Cultural pursuits bring added
system is on the right.
but keep your feet on the now and may tend to be happiness.
TAURUS
absent-minded. Keep favor- YOU BORN TODAY have a
"You'd think the birds (Apr.20 to May 20) 84i7 ground in romance.
able financial developments definite philosophical bent,
VIRGO
couldn't take the drive, Business hunches pay off.
under wraps. Be astute.
yet are also practical. Law,
all the jarring, the pollu- Good news comes from a part- ( Aug. 23to Sept. 22) WP
enjoy
You'll
music, science, research,
a
entertaining
CAPRICORN
or
ner
You
close
may
friend.
tion," said Walters. "But
shut-in or a family member in (Dec.22toJan. 19) la
films and photography aret,
an
visit
to
invitation
receive
homes
better
birds build
some special way. Good news The inner life is favored some of the areas in which
distant friends.
than we do."
in the afternoon puts you in a now, but towards -nightfall you'll find fulfillment. When
GEMINI
happy mood.
"The thing that's amaz- (May 21 to June 20)
you'll experience happy times you learn to combine the
the company of friends. theoretical with the practical
in
ing though is the mother Romance is on your agenda, LIBRA
jirL
you're unbeatable. It is imporBenefits will accrue.
will wait until the car gets but curb a tendency to fan- (Sept. 23 to Oct.22) tant that you like your work in
back...I just know that tasize. A close friend presents Your thinking is inspired AQUARIUS
oder to apply yourself sucthat mother bird doesn't you with an unusual invest- and you'll receive good news (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) """'
brings cessfully.
about
financial
domestic
or
a
profile
low
a
Keeping
ment
idea.
bumper,"
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ride on that
Walters said.
Haynes said when he
returned from a trip to
Cincinnati last week he
could hear the birds and
assumed they were there.
But he couldn't find the
nest because it was dark.

Haynes said the car
was silent Tuesday and
he could find no evidence
they were still there. But
he planned to check
before driving to Lexington on Wednesday.
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Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
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lake 94 East out ot Murroy for 7 macs 1,./rn 1,01 or' 180
Follow 280 for 7 melts post Bonner s Grocery Take
Norio top onto Ponoromil und follow blacktop to your night

Telephone 502-436-5483

KEY AUTO
PARTS

• 11% 66
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BUYER

SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARIS
•COMPLETE ENGINES
•TRANSMISSIONS
• REAR ENDS
•STARTERS•DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
•WHEEL COVERS
•RADIOS•WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES

753-5500
515 S. 4TH ST., MURRAY

THE JONES

Ow Berried Ka&y Lie

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Featuring

the things
RENTER'S For
you own
when you don't
own the house
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2, Hickory, Sheryl A.
Scott and baby boy, Rt.
Dexter, Mabel D. Pickel,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Dorothy A.
Orten, Rt. 2,
Teresa D. Kall, Rt. 1,
Springville, Tenn., Clep
C. Duncan, Rt. 1, Benton,
John Marshall Brandon,
Rt. 1, Almo, William R.
Rouse, 1706 Plainview
Dr., Tammy R. McLeod,
Rt. 1, Benton,
Melissa Diane Mitchell.,
Rt. 4, Kathy M. Evitts,
1217 Peggy Ann Dr., Carl
F. Swisher, Box 113,
Hamlin, Laura M. Laws,
Rt. 1, Mayfield, Melvin R.
Smith, Rt. 3,
Crawford C. McClure,
915 North 18th St., Stella
Ragsdale, 798 Meadow
Lane, Olin E. Turner, Rt.
6, Cadiz, Ira M. McKinney, 1208 Olive, Sherman
R. Jines, CR Box 51, New
Concord.

Adults 114
Nursery 4
5-31-82
Newborn Admission
Tammy McBee and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Box 201,
Sedalia.
Dismissals
Debbie K. Stigall and

*Bass Hawk Boats
Authored Evinrude
Sales 8, Service

•J.C. Pontoons
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Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., Hazel,
Randy Bailey, 20
John H. Arnold Jr., Rt. 3,
David M. Lessman, Rt. 1, Grogans Tr. Ct., Patricia
Cottage Grove, Tenn., T. Hughes, Rt. 7,
Glen A. Potts, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Janice J. Kirk,
Kirksey, Jake Niccum, Rt. 4, Tina L. Wyatt, No.5
Hilldale Apts., Hardin,
Rt. 5,
Linda L. Stubblefield, Ephriam McKinly Estes,
Rt. 5, Victor M. Olazabal, Rt. 3, Benton, Joe W.
1305 Poplar, Ola F. McIn- Marin,909 Vine, Fulton,
44
tosh, Hazel, Kenton
5,
Thomas White, 1611,,ar Paula Melvin, Rt.
Walton,
David
Mayfield,
Locust, Mary F. Martin,
310 Locust, Benton, David
412 Park,Fulton.
E. Mullinax, Rt. 1, Dexter, William Earl Parker,
Adults 117
505 South 13th St., Annie
Nursery 1
G. Heath, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
6-142
3,
No Newborn Admissions Charles C. Evitts, Rt.
Dismissals
Lois C. Outland, Fern
Sherry L. Gann, Box Terrace, Henry Clint
117, Hazel, Gulsen Ford Lawson, Box 73, New
and baby girl, Box 250, Concord, Clovis R. Jones,
Marion, Kay McKnight Rt. 4, Flora Mae Perry,
and baby boy,Rt. 3, Bren- 203 Pine, Ruby Biffle,
da Carolyn Morris and 2107 Vine, Fanny Louise
baby girl, Rt. 3, Benton, Hope, Rt. 2, Grand
Tracy L. Lyell, Rt. 1, Rivers.

Kyle Wadley serving as intern
at University Church of Christ

baby girl, 401 Carroll,
Paris, Tenn., Janet
Darlene Hutchens and

Kyle Wadley, a senior
ministerial student at
baby girl, Rt. 2, Puryear, Freed-Hardeman ColTenn., Sadie Nell Waters, lege, has been selected as
1397 Johnson, Tammy A. a Summer Intern Student
at the University Church
Bowles,1707 Magnolia,
Fayetta Weatherford, of Christ.
Kyle, a native of
Jackson, Tenn., is the son
BOBBY WOLFF
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Declarer can make •Q 107•J 3
today's ticklish game, but VQ65 •12.111191142
only if he knows how to be a •7 5 •4
4A92
giver. If he takes at every 4Q.11065
SOUTH
opportunity, the opponents
•A 4 2
will do the same and the
•3
down.
one
game goes
•AIEJ
The time for decision
•8 3
comes at trick one - should
declarer give or should
Vulnerable: Both Dealer:
declarer take'
East. The bidding:
If he takes, dummy's
Nut!
Su* West
East
heart ace wins, trumps are 3,
5*
40
Pus
drawn and a low spade is Pass
Pass
Pus
led towards dummy. West
alertly plays his 10 to preOpening lead: Heart five
vent a duck into East, and
dummy's king wins. The ace
and a third spade puts West on dummy's high spades.
on play and the marked club
Give early and one should
shifts beats the game one make an overtrick, give lattrick.
er and the game goes one
Why should West shift to down.
clubs instead of trying to
RN with The Aces
cash one heart? One heart
trick will not beat five
diamonds; one or more club South holds: 8-5-B
tricks are also needed and
•KOS 65
now is the time to attack
V A7
that suit.
0Q92
Declarer makes his game
•K 7 4
by refusing dummy's heart
ace at trick one. East wins
but cannot attack clubs to Nutt' Sufi
14
win two tricks. Declarer dis- 14
cards a small spade on
East's heart return and he
now can control the spade ANSWER:Four clubs. Agree
on the suit first and stand by
suit
Trumps are drawn and to cooperate with any slam
the ace. Icing and another efforts
- -spade establish dummy's UM brides quirtioat
ha Tlw how
suit via a ruff A third P0 Met
Tans 752214
trump if led to dummy and with DIU-Mermaid, stamptiltww•loiw
both of declarer's clubs go he me,

lipfd

Next To
Lyons Hoch*
Mon.-Fri.
8-5

Amanda L. Howard,
Box 1017, Paris, Tenn.,
Dreamia Lea Keefer, Rt.

WEST

C

New Concord
Hwy. Murray

No Newborn Admissions
Dismissals

Brenda Morris and
baby girl, Rt.3, Benton.
Dismissals
Michael H. Alexander,
Rt. 6, Rhonda D. Dycus,
Rt. 1, Gilbertsville,
Urbena M. Koenen, 1624
Sunset, Ricky Dale
Brewer, 48B Riviera, Joe
Pat Trestathan, Rt. 4,
Glenda F. Sharp, 1604
Oakhill Dr.,
Barney D. Tabers, Rt.
2, Betty G. Derrington,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
Anderson J. Foster, 1402
Johnson Blvd., Jesse C.
Maupin, 1602 Ryan, Nina
E. Craig, 108 North 12th
St., Irma B. Bucy, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., Ruth McCown, Box 202, New Concord.

"It is the will, and not the
gift that makes the giver."
- Gotthold E. Lessing.

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground

Jim Fain's Shelter I
? Located On
SHIELD

Adults 115
Nursery 6
05-29-82

THE ACES®

Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N. 4th
753-8364-753-6779

Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Cali
436-5519 anytime.

Newborns, dismissals released by hospital

Adults 109
Nursery 7
5-30-82
Newborn Admission

753-6448

wy.641 North

Hooks Wheel
Alignment

753-0632

)(4

Winchester minister finds
baby sparrows under bumper

AN ITCH TO FISH-Aaron Rathbun,4,a lad who
takes his fish seriously,displays his catch and tends
to an itch at the same time after competing in a
weekend Huck Finn Derby fishing contest at a pond
in North Stonington. The painting freckles are all
part of the effect.
(AP Laserphoto)
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some old friends, and may
What kind of day will tumor- CANCER
1 11-4 fluis
"
ls
dia
thatyW
'divlike
oug
. the feedback travel for that purpose. It's
row be 10 find out what the June 21 to July 72( "
e you
not the best time to mix
stars say, read the forecast You'll put in extra time on samplo
business with pleasure.
projects around the house and (Oct.23to Nov.21)
gives for your birth
the results will satisfy you. The resolution of pending PISCES
Our bluegill and
Avoid an inclination to overdo business and financial pro- (Feb.19to Mar. MI
ARIES
longear population seems (Mar.
Apr. 19) IVA when partying.
biems isflavored, but you'll Developments in business
to
21
to be very good this spr- A close friend is supportive,
ticA still have to overcome a and at home keep you busy,
ing. You qui see their but some differences of opi- ( July 23 to Aug. 22)
and it may be difficult to attendency to extravagance.
beds everywhere you look nion arise with others. In- The creatively inclined en- gAGnsrmuus
tend to both of these areas at
(if you are in a shallow creased artistic appreciation joy increased productivity (Nov.22 to DeC.21 ) )0l4Ii0 once. Keep trying.
now. Relations with friends Visits with old friends are YOU BORN TODAY work
bay).
stimulates you.
have both ups and downs. heartwarming, yet the well with groups and have the
Flyrods with popping TAURUS
Avoid conflict, if possible.
carelessness of partners ability to finish what you start.
bugs, ultralight spinners, (Apr.20 to May 20)
You may
bothers
You're naturally interested in
or the old reliable cricket Financial gain is likely, but VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept.22
different
their rkf.ind community affairs and can
have
gtheirwo
close
redoing
advisers
self
your
will help you to have
ideas from you about how the Security occupies your mind cApRic0RN
make a valuable contribution.
some great fun.
extra revenues should be now, and you'll find ways to (Dec.ntojan.19)
You'd make a good spokesTake a youngster along handled.
implement it, but steer clear morning hours signal in_ man for a cause and have
sport.
fine
this
enjoy
to
of unrealistic business pro- creased productivity, but be marked creative talents.
GEMINI
You will be a better per- (May 21 toJune 20) 114
- posals.
9
Businesses allied to the arts
son for it!
Love deepens, but at the
may appeal to you. Voice your
LIBRA23to Oct.22) -11
m-=
tgr
s
Happy Fishing!
avepatala
same time you're aware of in- (Sept.
ybala. t Fpfl
gan
ff
irsk.makewith a ebixt- own opinions and avoid a
ere
rie
mis
dividual differences. Save You're in a serious mood Aciumuus
tendency to let group values
some time for reading and arkeep you from truly expressJan.
ni:rinreKilleetwilluaalc=lisAlfmritendh
ll)rtyi7g with ing yourself.
tistic pursuits.
11then
2°
Fjeoby.Ipa

by jerry maupin

Boy, the holiday
weekend was something
wasn't it! Our rainsuit
began to feel as if it were
skin that needed washing
on the inside too.
Some of the
thunderstorms were
severe enough to make us
run for the dock and wait
it out under shelter.
However, we really did
catch a lot of fish Saturday and Sunday.
I found a big school of
stripers suspended on a
ledge and we worked
them over!
We had a two day total
of 55 pounds of stripe,
sauger and bass fillets!
No kidding, they are as
hungry as a pack of
wolves.
Some of the guys found
the largemouth bass
around the shallow brush
by using purple worms
while others caught them
on topwater stickba its.
The bass feeding habits
were somewhat sporatic
because of the adverse
weather conditions, but

FOR SUNDAY,JUNE 6,1982

Kyle Wodley
of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Wadley. He attended the
public schools of Jackson
before entering FreedHardeman College in
Henderson,Tenn.
While at FreedHardeman, he has been
nominated four times for
Outstanding Young Man
of America. He has been
a leading performer in
the student production
called "Makin Music."
He has been a class
favorite and has been active in numerous campus
social and academic
organizations.
Wadley will graduate in
May of 1983 with a B.S.
degree in Bible. Upon
graduation, his immediate plans are to
work with a local church
either as an associate
minister or as a youth
director.
Summer Intern programs have become quite

popular in recent years
among Churches of
Christ. Such programs
provide ministerial
students with an opportunity to work with
various aspects of congregational work at the
local level. Intern
students are involved in
youth work, Bible class
teaching, preaching,
visitation, and any other
activity of the congregation.
Kyle will work with the
University Church for
three months. Although
Kyle is the first Summer
Intern at the University
Church, there are tentative plans to make this
an annual event and to include it as part of the
church operational
budget, a church
spokesman said.

Murder trial
been delayed
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)- The murder trial

of Velda Amburgey and
Sherman Wright has been
delayed until Sept. 15 by
Franklin Circuit Judge
Henry Meigs.
The two are charged
with the Feb. 3 murder of
Mrs. Amburgey's husband, Earnest G. Amburgey.
The trial was originally
set for June 14.
Lawyers for Mrs. Amburgey asked for the continuance in order to have
more time to prepare for
the trial. They cited new
evidence that the state
had recently entered.
Wright is free on $15,060
bond Mrs. Amburgey is
being held in the Franklin
County Jail.
Both Mrs. Amburgey
and Wright have plead Innocent.
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Senior citizens group asks for assembly action
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer

Worried about heat stress

The taxation subcommittee, headed by
Charles Hall of Ashland,
will try to improve on the
past success rate in that
area.
Hall said none of the
commission's tax recommendations were adopted
in the 1982 session.
"We're trying to find a
two-by-four to get
somebody's attention" he
said.

subcommittee broke
down into subgroups to
look into areas costly to
fixed-income elderly people, such as utilities,
health care, funerals,
ambulance service, insurance and rome
weatherization, said the
chairman, Tor Eberhardt
of Louisville.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — A senior citizens
and very humid your body The Health Letter number 7group wants action in the
will just be in heat balance if 12, Heat Stress: Cramps, Should a chest operation be
You know how General Assembly on
you sit quietly and don't Exhaustion, Stroke. Others considered?
we grandmothers worry issues ranging from rural
exert. For this reason it is who want this issue can send
commonly said that under 75 cents with a long, about our grandchildren.
transportation and
The group will meet
maximum humidity you stamped, self-addressed
DEAR READER — Of inheritance-tax relief to again in November
to get
should not exercise if the envelope for it to me,in care course you are concerned
the costs of utilities and more
temperature is over 78 F.
information and
of this newspaper, P.O. Box and so is her mother. This is funerals.
Of course, exercising in 1551, Radio City Station, technically called pectus
narrOW down the issues
The commission has
the early morning hours or New York, NY 10019.
excavatum and it is a birth
for
the 1984 session.
The
Legislati
ve
five
late evening hours, preferamembers from each
DEAR DR. LAMB — My defect. In most instances it
bly after the sun goes down, 5-year-old granddaughter has no effects on the lungs or Research Commission's
The subcommittee on
of the state's 15 Area
greatly decreases your heat has what I think is called an heart. In those rare cases Special Advisory Com- health and human
He said the issues in- Development Districts
serexposure. Wearing light "inverted chest." I recently where it does cause mission of Senior Citizens
clude
inheritance-tax and five each from the
vices
decided to send
clothing helps, too.
heard of another little girl compression, surgery can be also wants to make sure
relief, refinement and American Association
representa
tives
to
It is important to be cool who had an operation to cor- performed. In
of
other
enough at night to allow the rect this birth defect. I have instances the operation is nursing-home legislation Human Resources simplification of state in- Retired Persons, Kenbody to catch up with the always secretly worried done solely for cosmetic passed in the last session Secretary Grady Stumbo come taxes, improved tucky Association of
excess heat load of the day. about this condition. I casu- reasons,. Whether that is jus- does not get watered to
talk about the nursing- collection of intangible Older Persons, National
That is why in very hot cli- ally mentioned it to my tified or not depends a lot on down.
property taxes and in- Association of
home
law.
Retired
mates air conditioning is so daughter and told her about how marked the defect is.
creased taxation of un- Federal Employees
helpful, particularly for old- the operation. She didn't Your daughter should rely
and
The commission, which
Stumbo's department mined minerals.
er people and those with comment so she is probably on her little girl's doctor for
National
Retired
is
meets
drafting
twice
a year to
regulations to
The consumer affairs Teachers' Association.
illnesses.
like I am and doesn't want to advice on the basis of his
set up a ratings system,
Heat exhaustion can be face facts Is this serious? examination.
mandatory visiting hours
either from water loss alone
or from salt loss alone. And
and other requirements
it can be from a loss of both.
of the law.
Weighing yourself daily
"The members were
helps you to be sure you
won't have a water loss
concerned that the intent
sneak up on you. Drink plenof the bill would be
ty of fluids. A quart of fortiweakened if the regulafied skim milk and two
tions are not properly
eight-ounce glasses of
orange juice help to maindrafted," said Dellard
tain the right sodium and
DEAR ABBY: What tact social service agenMoor, the subcommittee
LEXINGTON, Ky. comment'on any matters
potassium intake.
can parents do or say to cies — because her
chairman.
-(AP) — U.S. Attorney when we are asked about
To give you more details get mail from their son or daughter
and son-in-law
on salt, water and heat
Another concern will be Louis DeFalaise has the substance of an ineffects, I am sending you daughter in the military were, in fact, abusing the
regulations for in-home denied a broadcast report vestigation'.
service? We love our son children. I just want to
services for the elderly, that he sought a special
"Normally, I wouldn't
and write to hirh often, urge her to please follow
also approved in the last grand jury to investigate even comment on the
but we never hear from through on your advice.
more emphatically to
session.
possible crime in the statement that I had callhim. Of course we worry.
I was one of six follow through on your
That law establishes a eastern Kentucky ed for a special grand
We don't expect a literary children. And while we advice. She'll be doing
jury, except that it's
masterpiece. A few were not beaten constant- everyone in her program for food service, coalfields.
"I
have
not
requested
a
caused
such an inquiry
sentences to let us know ly, we were abused. We daughter's family al medical care and other
special grand jury," that I thought it was
aid
well
he
at
that
is
home
is
all
for
we
elderly
lived
in
favor.
filth,
had
imAnswer to Friday's Puzzle
DeFalaise said Friday at necessary to set the
want.
proper food, poor
FREE AT LAST IN people who might have to
a news conference. "I record straight."
800011 MUM
enter
institutions
Abby,
we
know
that
if
clothing,
help
DENVER
and
a mother
MUGU UUM1100
don't anticipate reDeFalaise said his ofDEAR FREE: For- were not available.
0 UUMUUU 1:10 your column appears in who was present but unquesting in the near fice has been working
UOU U000U 000 the Stars and Stripes and caring. ( Our father had tunately, today almost
The -sponsor of the future any such special with other federal,
CUM UUU UUDU just about everybody in left us.)
state
every community has a nursing-home legislation,
grand jury.
0UUUOU OU00.10 the service reads it, so
and local agencies to
I
hot
often
line
report
wanted
to
child
to
report
Rep.
Gerta Bendl, DUOU
UUU
"I'm not going to sit "improve the coordinaMUM 11000180 please write a few lines my home situation to the abuse case, and the Louisville, attended the here and tell
you I would tion" of mine-safety inDUO UU0 CUM addressing this problem. authorities, but I was children themselves are commission meeting.
never think about asking vestigations.
Ele0 UUBOU 0011 Thank you.
young and frightened, being taught to report
Ii MOUNDUU UU
He said Tuesday's fatal
She said priorities for for a special grand jury
WORRIED MOM IN and didn't know what any mistreatment they
BOUM ULDUOUO
on
subject,"
any
he
said.
accident
the
next
at an unlicensed
General
YORBA
LINDA,
CALIF.
might happen to us if I may suffer.
[MOM 0U0UU
•••
Assembly will include "I just don't have that mine in Knox County
DEAR WORRIED: did.
How's this: Servicemen
DEAR ABBY: So the boarding-home regula- thought in my mind "points up the need for
Twelve years and two
32 Part of a leg 41 Partner
stricter enforcement" of
42 Expanse of
35 Essays
and servicewomen nervous breakdowns) sex experts say that a tion and a law to penalize now."
One special grand jury mine-safety laws.
grass
36 Missive
everywhere! Hear this: later, I realized I'd been male reaches his sexual people for abuse or ex38 NJ's neigh- 43 Rabbit's
The broadcast reports
Long silencesworry the carrying the guilt of that peak in his teens, and ploitation of adults under already impaneled in
relative
bor
44 Otherwise
folks back home, so even impossible situation from then on it's their care. Those pro- Lexington is continuing said DeFalaise wanted a
39 Tibetan
45 Sow
priest
posals failed in the 1982 an investigation, begun special grand jury as part
if you have nothing to around with me ever downhill?
48 Zodiac
40 Mine
three years ago, of alleg- of a massive, multisession.
say, please write a few since. I finally realized
Well, I am a 21-year-old
sign
entrance
ed corruption in itate agency investigation calllines once a week. Exam- that a 13-year-old child male virgin, and it's
The transportation subed the Leviticus Project,
ple: "Hi, I am alive and couldn't be responsible depressing to learn that I committee, headed by government.
Asked if the current which has probed alleged
well. Feed the dog, kiss for the situation. But have already passed my 0.0. Cloyd of Corbin,sugGrandma and send what about the people sexual peak before I have gested appropriating special panel, or any coalfield fraud in 10
other grand jury, was in- states since its inception.
cookies."
who surrounded us and been begun.
money for transportation vestigating
coal-related
Attorneys in the federal
The sight of your hand- did nothing when they
OVER THE HILL IN demonstration projects in
issues, DeFalaise declin- western district of
writing will make their should have — especially HILLSBOROUGH ,
rural areas with inade- ed comment.
•••
Virginia are continuing
day. Trust me.
my grandparents? They
quate public transporta•••
"Neither ethically as a such an investigation,
saw the negligence, and
Problems? You'll feel tion.
lawyer, nor by rules of DeFalaise said.
DEAR ABBY: This is while professing to better if you get them off
It also recommended a the Department of
"I'm not saying it's in
in response to the grand- "love" us, did nothing. I your chest. Write to Abmother signed "Had see now that it wasn't by, P.O. Box 38923, requirement that vans Justice, could I ever connection specifically
Enough," who wrote love — and my anger has Hollywood, Calif. 90038. transporting the elderly answer questions about with any type of grand
about the deplorable way diminished both my love For a personal reply, be clearly marked, and an actual investigation jury operation, but they
her daughter was raising and respect for them.
please enclose a that other vehicles stop underway," he said. "It have been interested
and feeding her children.
So, Abby, please tell stamped, self-addressed for them as they do for is the position of the generally in the subject of
school buses.
department to say 'no fraud," he said.
You advised her4to con- "Had Enough" even envelope.
Lawr•nce E. Lamb.M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB — I
belong to a group that has
taken up jogging and running for physical fitness.
Most of us are pretty active.
We want to keep our program up during the summer
months but some of the
group have become concerned about the possibility
of heat stress. What is heat
exhaustion? How hot or
humid must it be outside
before this becomes a problem? Are there any ways to
prevent it? Is there a maximum temperature at which
we should just forget it'
DEAR READER — Your
own body constantly generates heat. Through heat
low mechanisms the body
heat is stabilized. Without
these heat loss mechanisms
even at rest your body temperature would rise about 1
degree C each hour. During
moderate physical activity
it would increase about 2
degrees C an hour. The biggest factor affecting your
body's ability to eliminate
heat is the environmental
temperature and humidity.
You may be surprised to
know that about threefourths of the energy used
during physical exertion is
converted to heat rather
than mechanical effort.
If the temperature is 85 F

develop recommendations for the legislature,
ended a two-day session
with reports Friday from
subcommittees on health
and human services,
transportation, taxation
and consumer affairs.

Attorney denies report
on grand jury request

Mom wants mail

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Brilliant
display
5 Hard-wood
tree
8 Hail
12 Spoken
13 Hint
14 Toward
shelter
15 Spanish pot
16 Born
17 Lease
18 Head for bed
20 Fears
22 Tellurium
symbol
23 Twist about a
spar
24 Arabian
garments
27 Cheapest
boat passage
31 Young one
32 Type of
cheese
33 Obtained
34 Siblings
36 Castor's
mother
37 Hastens
38 Hebrew letter
39 Regret
deeply
42 Wood-working machines
46 First name
47 Guido note
49 Story
50 Small
amount
51 Recent
52 GOIWIC
53 The sweet110b
54 Offspring
55 Musical
instrument

DOWN
I Indigent
2 Heraldic
bearing
3 Beer
ingredient
4 Folds
5 Skin ailment
6 Sioux City
girl
7 Inattentive
8 Calling
9 Athena
10 Grant use of
11 Permits
19 Scale note
21 Paris streets
23 Mixes
24 Priest's vestment
25 Prohibit
26 Fuss
27 Adds honey
28 Mature
29 Ares or Eros
30 Airline abbr.

MANN AWN MIMI
WM= URN WM
MN=
WINIMME
WM WM=
WWWM WMEMMWWW
WMM WWI= MEM
WMMWMEMM ..0
a...
WMEM WM
WWWMEM WMMiddid
illiMME
WOMM WEE WMIMM

u...MOM

u...WWI
u...WIMME

MAYBE YOU EUY5
PONT 1-4AVE TO LEARN
4t3Ou COMPA55E5..

I'VE HEARD THAT BERN
HAVE SORT OF A
BUILT-IN COMPASS 50
THAT THEIR BRAINS TELL
THEM WHICH WAY TO 60

MAYBE YOU 60Y5
HAVE A NATURAL
5EN5E OF DIRECTION

rArhililF1)
31

BUT I
DOUBT
IT !

111

Umfttice

2. Notice

NOTICE OF
PUBLIC SALE

I'LL
DECORATE
IT FOR US

LIQUIDATION
SALE
Close-Out Prices
Throughout The
Store.
CRASS
FURNITURE

The followiag mobile home
will be sold by The Colwell
Co. to the highest bidder ou
ime 14th, 1982, begimiog
at 12:00 p.m. at the address
show. below. All sales are
for cask sod are fioal.
Seller has right to bid. All
gods are sold as is all
&orates or warraoty
either expressed or implied
is made. Amy statemeot to
either year or model is for
ideotificatim owly.
19N Bristol
Wimbester 14110,
Serial No. 36622

LL TAKE SIX
OF TI-105E
DON ii-rs

Lip
14.4ERE

3rd & Poplar
753-3621

‘'
SPE kerr.

Hand tinting on
Soil is painted in ourIll
eStudio
Come inn
and see some
.
samples
CARTER STUDIO •
•300 Mom

WHO ARE /tat/ ASKINe
OLIE6TION5
16 IT
A6AINST
THE LAW
TO TALK 2

THAT 15 ALI THE

SLAVER,,.HE WORKS
FOR EiAOLJR
!

iffeAmwHice _Pe REAL ALi„,

7518798B

Shirley Florist
and

7

1F I EVER FIND` THAT MADMAN
WHO meet:
,'AY
SLAVES AND
STOLE MY
CLOTHES!

Green Houses
SOON. 4th St.
rray, Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
$-S Moe.W.

4c04/7-72

40 opying

of old',
photographs is a n
specialty at:
CARTER STUDIO II
111113oo Hum
753 82985

announces the
opening of
his office
practice of

Rt. 9, Balton,
Ky. 42925
I PUT THE MAN IN
THE CORNER

CREDIT PROBLEMS?
Receive a Mastercard
or Visa, Guaranteed
even if you have bad
credit, No credit or
have been bankrupt.
For free brochure, send
self addressed stamped
envelope to U.S. Credit
Data, Box 271084,
Dallas, Tx. 75227 or call
214-8281988.

William Nall
Pasco, DM D

STARKS BROS.
MOBILE HOMES
I'M FROM THE CHAIR'S
THE
IN THE
UPHOLSTERY LIVING
SHOP
ROOM

2. Notice

t
o00
$71a5r5e
2$.C
:
N1 17

General
Dentistry
Hours by Nights
Available
1653 Calloway Ave.
753-1914

2. Notice

40!grigaW
daa

• •

SPECIAL
1314 Caret
Reg.$3000

$1497
That's It
Gold &
Silver

NOW

Wholesale
Jewelers
Inc.
OlympicPlaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.to
9 p.m. Daily
Sunday 1 p.m.
to 6 p.m.
5. Lost and Found

That's It
Gold &
Silver
Wholesale
.rs
inecle
Jew
Olympic
Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.to
6p7m.
ily
p."1.
9 to

Choose a rewarding
career as a MEDICAL
LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN. CUM
BERLAND SCHOOL.
321 N. Washington,
Cookeville. Phone 526
3660. Apply Now!
Classes begin June 7.
For your Watkins Pro.
ducts see Holman Jones
at 217 S. 13th or call
753-31211.
The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through S.
Also, a summer program is available for
school age children.
753-9356.

Lost men's glasses between Dodson Ave. and
MSU Expo. Ctr. Call
492-8103.

6. Help Wanted
MODELS FOR IN
DUSTRIAL SHOWS,
FASHION, COMMERCIALS, PRINT AS
SIGNMENTS CALL
2 1 2 5 II / • $ 5 5
NEW FACES ALL
9'
AGES FQR TV COM
MERC(ALS AND FILM
EXTRAS CALL 212-582.
9
5
5
5
SINGERS FOR INTERNATIONAL DISCO
SOME TRAVEL ALL
TYPES CALL 21210492352.

,acv

;Lie

" •

•
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6. Help Wanted

p.

•

16. Home Furnishings

AVAILABLE NOW
SECRETARY, RE
CEPTIONIST. Down
town office. Send resume and salary re
quirement. PO Box
1040C Murray, Ky.
42071.
MAKE EXTRA
MONEY DURING
YOUR SPARE TIME!
Show our new line of
Calendar's, Pens and
Advertising Gifts to
local firms. Prompt,
friendly service from 73
year old, AAA -1 Company. Weekly commissions. No investment or collections. Be
your own boss. Full
time potential. No experience necessary.
Write Frank Buckley,
NEWTON MFG. CO.,
Dept. 2587, Newton,
Iowa 50208.

Full size mattress and
box springs $50. Call
after 5p.m. 436-2619.
Refrigerator with ice
maker. Call 753-0934
after 4p.m.
Sofa bnd chair $150.,
recliner $25.; 3 tables
$25. 753-9562.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

Factory
and Service
500 Maple St.
759-4801

22. Musical

M

32. Apts. For Rent

X NWal.

37. Livestock-Supplies

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 153-0113.

43. Real Estate

Furnished apartments, Register ' Racking and
efficiency, 1 or 2 bed- Tennessee Walking
room. Also sleeping mare and geldin. Show
rooms. Zimmerman or pleasure, good dis
Apts. S. 16th 753-6609.
position. 753-9390.
Furnished all electric
7531222
efficiency apartment.
POR uvinc38.
Pets-Supplies
BNIBMW
$100. deposit, $120. rent.
Commerci
al lot on
24. Miscellaneous
2 /
1
2 blocks from MSU. Registered Australian
Call 753-9829 after 5p.m.
Main
Street.
88.6
cattle
dog,
male
for
1967 318 Dodge motor
ft. wide and 326 ft.
$75. 1973 Chevrolet 400 Furnished apartment sale. $150. 436 2102
deep. Owner finantransmission. Electric well located near camcing available to
fuel pump. 6-1973 pus. $160. water paid
Chevrolet wheels. 753- Married couple
qualified buyer.
preferred. 753-8585.
8619.
Lot has been
Nice
apartment
for
rent
4x8 Flashing portable
cleared and levelsign. Will sacrifice. Call close to MSU. No pets
ed. Priced at
$125.
ANC Registered
per
month,
deposit
502-529-2721 collect.
$75,000. KOPrequired. 753 6564.
Labador Relreiver pup73-77 Chevelle front cap
PERUD REALNice
large
efficiency
$200., 4-HR 78-14 Radial
pies. Yellow or black.
TY. 753-1222.
tires $100., 2- Chevrolet apartment. No pets
Field champion blood
350 Turbo's $100. each, Call 753-6254.
4-GM radiators $25. One and 2 bedroom
lines. Both parents
each, 20 and 30 gallon apartments for rent
FARM
available
for Viewing. SMALL
13 acres with financing
fish aquariums with Call 753-3530 The
to qualified buyer. Only
accessories and stand Embassy Apts.
153-1294 or 153-0414.
5 minutes from town.
$75. pair, 1978 Ford One and 2 bedroom
This farm is just enough
truck 302, 3-speed with apartments near down
to keep you occupied.
overdrive, new tires town Murray. 763-4109,
Roomy 3 bedroom
and white wheels $3300. 762-6650 or 436-2844.
house with seperate
Call 759-1200 before One bedroom
or 3
dining, inclosed porch
5p.m.
bedroom apartment. 40. Produce
and large dry baseFour aluminum ET Call 8-5 753-3134.
STRAWBERRIES ment. House and lot
wheels 14x7 /
1
2 with 4 One bedroom
furnished
G-70-14 bias ply tires apartment. Partial Cone's U Pick Farm. may be purchased
New field, clean field, seperately. For details
$400. Call 753-7681.
utilities paid, couples big berries. 1 mile
west call Spann Realty As
Pool equipment. Large preferred. No pets. $145. of Benton on
Symsonia soc. 753-7724.
filter, pump, motor, month. 753-9741.
Hwy.527-7657.
Smart people invest in
ladder, skimmer $200. One bedrobm
apartreal estate near Unor best offer. 762-2792 ment and a 2 bedroom 41. Public Sale
iversity. 10 percent
before 3:30 or 753-4926 apartment. $110. water
down, 11 percent finanafter 3:30.
paid. 489-2244.
cing. 759 1074, 753-2649.
Sears Classman lawn One bedroom furnished
This newly listed home
mower 20in. blade, 3 apartment 1 blocl .from
offers size, quality and
/
1
2hp. $50., K -Mart lawn campus. Water
furlocation at a reasonable
mower 201n. cut 3 /
1
2hp. nished. Call 753-1203.
price. 4 extra large
$40., Dachshund puppy
Sat.
L
Sen.
One
bedroom furnished
bedrooms with huge
6 months old, no papers
5th
and 6th go ap- closets, 2 full baths, den
apartment air con$50., set of china service
ditioned. 121 North next
proximately 31/2 miles with fireplace. Located
for 12 excellent condito fairgrounds. Call
tion $75. 759-1894.
on 94E turn right at in Bagwell Manor near
753-3139.
shopping. Priced in the
W. R. Bryant & ComBig Mac's Camper 560's. KOPPER
UD
pany all steele building
Sale. 4th trailer on REALTY 753-1222.
299sq. ft. White roof
left. In case of rain
FOR RENT
colored walls. Example
cancelled.
50x100x14 $14,950. Call
Beautiful furnished
45. Farmsfor Sale
collect 502-769-1144
apartment for 4 colF.O.B. Plant.
58 acre farm with 6
lege girls or boys also
mobile homes and 1
26. TV-Radio
1 and 2 bedroom
house. A good monthly
apartments. Summer
income. Owner financand fell near Universiing with down payment.
Paved road close to 94.
ty. Phone 753-5865
Color 25 inch TV, Only
Call 354-6144 or 904-651or 753-5108 after
25.00 per month.
3800.

OPPE RU D

X IC X)

41. Motorcycles

52. Boats-Motors

53. Servkes Offered

1973 350 Kawaski excel
lent condition. $375. Call
4928103.
1974 250 Yamaha street
bike. 5000 miles, extra
nice. $150. Call 492-5579
after 6p.m.
1977 Honda 750 fully
chopped low mileage.
753 2869.
1980 model 125 Yamaha
3-wheeler
700
753 3134

Sailboats lift with Guttering by Sears.
main sail and jib. $700. Sears continuous gutSea snark $125. Call ters installed for your
after 6p.m. 753-4346.
spec ificatiorls. Call
Sears 753 2310 for free
53. Services Offered
estimate.
AIR CONDITIONERS K & K STUMP REMOand appliances ser VAL. Do you need
viced. Freezers, stumps removed from
washers, dryers, and your yard or land
refrigerators. All cleared of stumps? We
brands. 759 1322.
can remove stumps up
APPLIANCE to 24 inches below the
SERVICE
Kenmore, ground, leaving only
Auto Services
Westinghouse, sawdust and chips. Call
Used Volkswagon parts, Whirlpool. 20 years for free estimates. Bob
tune up, break jobs, experience. Parts and Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
service. Bobby Hopper Kemp Jr 435 4319.
rebuilt motors. 135-4272.
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3
4 8 7 2 ,
FLOOR SANDING
753 8886(home).
AND FINISHING
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
20 years experience.
Tappen. Call 753-5311 or
Stained floors Our
354 6956. Earl Lovett.
speciality.
Hwy 121 South
Asphalt driveways and
NIHAU
parking
lots
sealed by
Murray, Ky.
Sears. For free es
FLOOR CO.
timates call 753-2310.
354-6127
New and used auto Building, remodeling,
parts batteries tires roofing, and block lay
wheel covers Auto ing. 25 years ex Lincoln welders, for
perience. 474-2318.
Accessories.
ches, floor jack, snap-on
CARPET CLEANING, cabinet
truck hydraulic
753-5S00
Free Estimates
arm, Ace welding cable.
Satisfied references, 759 1.739.
Vibra Steam or Quick
49. Used Cars
MITCHELL
D ry Cleaning
BLACK TOPPING
(Upholster
y
Cleaning).
1962 Austin Healy Mark
Commercial, Indust
Lee's
Carpet
Cleaning
II 3000. Ask for Bob.
rial, Residential, also
753-5827.
753-6947.
Patching and Seal
Campbell's
Tree
Ser1971 Volvo 4-speed. 4
Coating. Phone 753-1537.
cylinder, air condition, vice. Topping, trim- Quality
painting and
ming,
removing.
Full
radial tires, good conpaper hanging. 10 years
dition. $875. Also 1970 insurance. Call 1-527 experience
. Also reOpel GT runs well needs 0918.
pairs and fix -ups. Call
body work. $450. Call
Bud Jenney 247-0337.
492-8103.
Refrigeration and Air
1974 Dodge Dart SwinA mmvm
Condition Service and
ger. 225-6, power steerRepair. Central air
siding
and
Alumina
ing, AM FM 8-track
(spring special) corn
trim
for
pH
houses.
It
stereo, 48,000 actual
plete cleaning on air
miles, good condition. stops painting.
conditioners. 436-5536.
Call after 5p.m.
Jack Glover
492-8703.

KEY
AUTO PARTS

Under New
Nurse needed RN's or
Management
LPN's full time
openings are available
for 311 and 11-7 shift.
Employee would be 19. Farm Equipment
scheduled Mon.-Fri.
With every week-end 1974 Massey Ferguson
off. Starting salary for tractor. 400hrs., new
RN's $6.35, LPN's $5.20. condition. Contact HoExcellent salary and ward Brandon 753-4389
benefits. Apply in per- or 753-5960.
son at Care Inn 4th .and 20ft. Heavy duty 3 axle
Indian Mayfield, Ky. or all metal utility trailer.
Call after 4p.m.
call 247 0200.
Nurses needed RN's or 436-5693.
LPN's full time week- Complete Hydraulic
end positions are Hose Repair Service G
available for the & Y Farm Center.
7a.m. 7p.m. shift. OR 759-4440.
7p.m .-7a.m. shift. The For sale small Hahn
fosition available re- Hi Boy Sprayer, needs
quires an employee to transmission. $400. Call
work 12 hours on 753-8428 after 7p.m.
Saturday and Sunday Hi boys John Deere,
for a total of 2/ hours IH, John Blue, Hahn
worked, with Monday firm $2000. Super C IH
thru Friday scheduled with cultivators $1700.
off. Also the company 502-845-4002.
will pay an additional 12
John Deere pull type
hours free so the emcombine. $300. Call
ployee will be paid a
total of 36 hours. Each 753-0645.
employee will be con- New tractor tires all
sidered full time - and sizes, also used tires. On
Chimney Sweeping
eligible for full time farm tractor tire serService. Do it now
benefits. Starting sal- vice. Vinson Tractor Co.
before you need your
ary for RN's $6.35 an 753-4892.
1977
Oldsmobil
e
Do you have a tobacco
chimney. Later we will
hour, and LPN's $5.10 Now for Rent. New John
Regency - local have a working list. Call or dairy barn in need
an hour with a 10 cent Deere 510 Round Bailer
or 762 4792.
differential for evening $4. per bale. G & Y
5:30 p.m.
New warranty.
of repair? Now would
one owner car, A- 435-4348
shift. Apply in person at Farm Center. Call 759Concrete, block, brick
z
46. Homesfor Sale
CLAYTON'S
be the time to give us
1
condition,
Care Inn 4th and In- 4440.
load- 21 years experience. No a call.
Small furnished apar2002 Gatesborough Assume payments of
753-7575
diana St. Mayfield, Ky. Shovels and sweeps for
job to large or small.
tment $90. Married
ed
with
extras.
$144.
per
month,
Cr.
$1700.
or call 247-0200.
Free estimates. Call
all cultivators, truck
couple preferred.
Call
'
,down.
No qualifing. 3
753-4682 or 753-5476.
We put on or repair
Mors., Fri. & Sot.
Single man to live in tool boxes, 3 point 27. Mobile Home Sales
Private, no children, no
bedroom,
6
trailer and take care of fertilizer spreaders and
Custom Dozer work. All
galvanized and
pets. See at 407 S. 8th.
753-5870
.
Various household years old on1 1/7bath,
acre. 2
trailer court. See seeders. Vinson Tractor 12x55 Two bedroom all Three room apartment
kinds of dirt work
aluminum roofs and
items, old books, miles out of Murray on
electric mobile home.
Brandon Dill at Dill's Co. 753-4892.
Specialize in clearing
furnished including all
siding.
Hwy
Call
280.
3628511.
clothing,
$3000.474
2318.
some
furTrailer Court. No phone Two Ford tractor 12in.
straight blade or cutter
utilities. Near Universblade. Call 502-658-3302
calls please.
1974 Mobile Home. 3 ity. Prefer studttras.
niture.
plows. Call 7538646.
1975
Ford
Pinto, nights or 502 247 4588.
bedroom, 2 bath, new Available now. 753-3984.
Wanted: respectable
26mpg.,
4-speed, new Experien
carpeting, air condition,
lady to live-in with
ced baby
Two bedroom furnished
shocks, good tires, AM - sitter
antenna and roter,
elderly woman. Do light 20. Sports Equipment
looking for partand 2 .bedroom un 43. Real Estate
FM stereo, sun -roof.
electric
box
and
hole,
house work and cook
or full-time work.
late Cottage io Cypress $1000 or best offer. timeSterling Arms .380 cal. underpinning. 901-247- furnished apartments
Will do house work and
ing. 753 6292.
near downtown. 2 bed- OWNER FINANCING
Puryear 901-247-5789.
stainless automatic like 5729.
Creek
New
Area.
Root
new
sit with older people
room house on N. 6th. makes this 2 bedroom
new. Holster and clean- Double wide
carpet, deep well, tarnish- 1977 Ford Granada 753 3914. 100 S. 13th St. Repair on all small
mobile Lease and deposit re- home in friendly es
ing
kit.
753-6947.
$200.
sell.
must
527-1925.
Apt. 2 Annie Hoffman.
engines Lawn mowers,
9. Situation Wanted
home. Extra nice. $19, quired. No pets. Call tablished neighborhood
ed, on three lots. Priced to
1977 Pontiac Grand FREE ESTIMATES On tillers, and chain saws
500. Call 759-9714.
one you can afford
753-9208 after 4p.m.
Will do lawn mowing. 22. Musical
sell
ruder
$12,003.
Prix. AM FM, air con- All Electrical, Plumb- of any kind. 1001 E.
My mower has a grass
bedroom apart- Start your family here
28. Mobile Home Rentals Two
ditioned, $3400. Excel- ing, Painting, and Well Glendale off 12th. St.
retire
or
in
nice
atA
rotary
receiver,
35
ment
and
2 bedroom
catcher. 753-7276.
lent condition. Call after Pump Needs. Licensed. 753 4590.
watt receiver, 2 E.P.I. For rent 2 bedroom duplex for rent. Ap- mosphere. Priced in
Will mow, rake, and
5p.m. 436-2619.
Call 753-0092 or 753-9673.
WILL DO HOUSE
speakers, amplifier, a trailer extra nice near pliances furnished. Call 520's. For details call
bail hay or straw in Pioneer
Spann Realty As
PAINTING, TRIM
1978 Bobcat 4-speed. 2
car stereo. Murray. No pets. Call 753-3465.
Stella, Kirksey, and 753-8837.
sociates 753-7724.
door, sun roof, air, AM WORK, in Murray,
489-2118.
Two bedroom 2 bath
Coldwater area. Call
Alesilow Service Cu.
FM cassette stereo.
Calloway County. Free
Nice 2 bedroom trailer duplex. Carport, extra
489 2551.
estimates. Satisfaction
$3200. 759-9525.
'lesion ail viviy1
for rent near Murray. nice. Phone office 753Purdom & Thurman
153-5315
guaranteed. Call 7531978
Honda
Civic
excelcustom
trio
pets.
No
8146
work.
489-2611.
or
home 753-2437.
REPOSSESSED
Insurance
0819.
13. For Sale or Trade
lent condition. $3000. or
futureless. Call Will El
Two bedroom trailer 4
ORGAN
best offer. Call 762 4051.
We will sell you a used
Estate
Real
33.
Rooms
for
Rent
For sale or trade 23ft.
miles South of Murray.
For sale by owner brick
hiley, 153489.
air conditioner or repair
Southside Court Sq.
B-Line camping trailer 'One half already paid
house, 3 large be- 1979 Malibu Classic.
$90. per month, deposit Furnished room for
yours. We also buy used
balance due or mon- and references. Call rent. 1 block from MSU.
self contained. Exceldrooms, large living Metallic blue, 4 door.
Murray, Kentucky
air conditioners. Dill
753-0092.
lent condition. 753-7785.
Fence
sales
room,
753-6753.
kitchen
Sears
at
dinand
1 thly payments.
Kitchen, laundry
753-4451
Electric 753 9104.
ing room combination, 1 1979 Mustang. Good now. Call Sears 753-2310
Two or 3 bedroom new facilities. Boys only.
CLAYTON'S
Will
do plumbing, air
condition.
Local
1
free
owfor
estimate
bath another bath not
for
furniture and carpet, $60. per month. Call
15. Articles for Sale
condition, painting,
completed, utility room, ner, silver with red your needs.
753-7575
central heat and air. 759-4538.
G.E. washer and dryer
Commercial pro- large den, carport, interior, automatic with G ENERAL HOME roofing, hauling, con585.-5150. per month. Rooms for rent 1 block
crete work. Call
white $250., large
REPAIR. 15 years experty in Col- patio, central heat and air. 753-4023.
Shady Oaks 753-5209.
from MSU. 753-1812,
753-2211.
Amana chest deep
air,
stove
chima
and
Carpentry
perience.
,
dwater, has
753-6933.
23. Exterminating
freeze $200. 435-4285.
ney. 3 large lots with big
30. Business Rentals
concrete,
plumbing
,
several new barn on number 2 I
Price reduced, two- roofing, sliding. NO 'Will clean carpets,
Have for sale a large
34. Houses for Rent
possibiliti
es,
serlot,
garden
number
on
3
JOB TO SMALL. Free
selection of men's
thirds book value.
windows, also clean
Five year old 3 bedroom
vice station, lot. Lynn Grove for sale
estimates. Days 474clothes. For sizes call
1976
near
Kenlake
Resort.
sign
yard.
in
Nice.
and wax hard wood
grocery
store,
2359, nights 474-2276.
753-5302. Also stainless
Ford Pinto
Large kitchen, carpet,
759 4702.
steel Acme Supreme
floors. Satisfaction
Glass Work
M & G
or Professional Of- air condition. $195. plus clean-up shop and
Allen
Rose
juicerator.
Opportunity
knocking
is
Complete Glass Co. has
others.
Call
toguaranteed.
us
deposit.
Call
442-3877.
Retail
fices
or
at your door....answer
753-3690
a complete line of Glass
Sears de humidifier $35.
day at 753-4000.
House
for
rent
in
Hazel.
Business.
before
it
2000
is
sq.
late.
If
too
plexiglass.
and
We inCall 753-7681.
-bedroom, fully caryou need a 5 bedroom 1979 Pontiac Bonneville stall auto glass. We do
ft. on the Court 2peted,
partly furnished.
home in a price range 2 door. 753-6483 after store fronts and plate Will do yard work and
16. Home Furnishings
Square. Lease for 753-0861
YOU CAN af- 5:30p.m.
glass replacement. Cut hedge, trimming, cut
20c u ft. G.E. frost free
only $2.10 per sq. Three bedroom house
ford....living room de- 1980 Cutlass Supreme glass table tops and and remove dead
refrigerator. Call 753signed for enjoyable Broughmn. 30,000 mirrors. Repair storm hedge. Call 753-0712 or
ft. Utility cost very
Phone 753-3914
near Ky. Lake. Com3672 or 753-0883.
family living, two "kid miles, 2 door. Excellent doors and windows. 753 353/.
reasonable. For in- pletely furnished,
proof" bathrooms, condition. 753-1816.
--Also patio door repair Will sharpen hand saws
washer dryer included
formation call 753-8964
•or,
garage with room for
•••••
after 5p.m.
Jeeps, Cars, Trucks and replacement work. and chain saws.
mower, bikes, and the
after 3 p.m. 753- Deposit required.
$100 available M & G Glass 816 753-4656.
family car, tinder
9574.
thru govt sales in your Coldwater Rd. Phone Word Processing SerThree bedroom house 5
too....located just a
area. Call (refundable) 753-0180 or 753 2798.
miles South of Murray.
vice. Complete typing
healthy walk away from 1-714-569-024
Realtors
1 Ext. 1281
$125. month, deposit and
service, mailing list,
shopping center on a cul
for directory on how to
references required.
lables, direct mail adVillage Hwy. 641 N.
de sac....priced mid purchase. 24hrs.
Call 753-6753.
Mini
vertising, includes foldMurray, Ky.
forties
We reing, stuffing, postage
Three bedroom brick
Warehouse
commend quick action. SO. Used Trucks
meter service. Call
next to MSU available
753 1492 at Century 21
Storage Space
now. $275. plus deposit.
1976 Chevrolet pickup.
Need a second opi- 753-0500,759 4640.
Owner anxious to sell Loretta Jobs Realtors.
For Rent
No pets. 753-3912.
Call 436-2845.
this well established
nion? Loco
753-4751
55. Feed and Seed
Three bedroom house upholstery busines5r...
1978 VW Van local
references.
Call Hugh
good well, private loca- including tools, sup
owner. Low miles, over
Mixed clover and grass
Outland. 759-1718
tion. Call 345-2205.
head air, heavy duty
hay. Pickup in field.
plies, and equipment.
32. Apts. For Rent
753-8076.
heater, AM -FM tape,
51.25. Call 753-6855 after
Two bedroom house Excellent location and
Small house and 1%
very good gas mileage.
6:30p.m.
Apartments at 1602 $150. Call .763-3530.
lot and building may be
Miller. Also others Two bedroom un
purchased seperately.
acres includes shed. Days 762-6746, evenings
available. 753-2403, 753- furnished house. $125. KOPPERUD REALTY
Asking $12,000. Coll 759 4756.
1390.
rent, $125. deposit. Re- -753-1222.
753-7364 after 5:30 51. Campers
Country living with the ference only. In Almo
p.m. Country setting, 22ft. Coachman loaded
convience of town at area. Call 753-9319.
city address.
Hamlet North Apts. 2 Two bedroom house
with extra's. Used 6
Strout.
bedroom town houses, with nice yard. $150. per
times. Call 759 1703.
•Pluarnows OREM FRUIT DRINKS
Realty
appliances, furnished. month. Call 753-5750.
23ft. La Salle travel
•NOSPITAL
SUPPLIES FOR WIT AND SALE
Call 753-7550 or 7534559.
trailer. 1976 model. Air
Two women want to
•LiADNIG BRANDS OF COSMETICS
Duplex large 2 bed- share nice 3 bedroom
conditionin
Call
753g.
Offen Cent t• Cuss
Small home, but excel
room, central gas heat house 1 /
•NOUSTER ostcont PRODUCTS
1
2 block from
Boyers fres Everywhere
lent condition and small 8376 or 753-8377.
and air. 753-4478 or campus. /
hes lholvery a Prfteriptises In thy Limits
1
2 bath and
leiehle Service Saes 190
price. You won't believe Campers and motor
759-4937.
private entrance.
this one. Located near homes for sale. Contact
1912 CeLdweter Reed
Easy access. Furnished Available June 1st. Call
New Concord and Howard Brandon B & B
Murray, II•etvelly 42071
2 bedroom air con- Rebekah after 5p.m.
priced at only $16,900. Brokers, Inc. 753-4389.
(912) 753-011e
ditioned apartment 753-6577.
KOPPERUD REALTY
Anytime
52. Boats-Motors
near Health Center.
753 1222.
JOE L. KENNON
$220. monthly • includes 37. Livestock-Supplies
bedroom
Three
17ft. Johnson Seasport
house
Ladies & Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Broiler
gas heat and water.
has attached furnished I 0 155hp engine. $16.50.
Lkessed 6 Seeded
Boots $1 AO Pr.
753-9476 days, 901-247apartment. Carpeted, 753-6864.
4111111MMINIIIIIIMIMM
4 bedroom, 2 bath home in excellent 5455 nights.
Miller St.
L.P.
225
central
gas heat, air 1974 Fabuglas bass boat
rebind Arebian,
Ring the bargain bell!
residential area. 2,100 sq. ft. plus 2 car Efficiency apartment
conditioned. TVA in- and trailer. 1974 MerLess than $400 an acre!
IdIng, ready to
partial utilities paid. No
Specializing In Senior Citizens
sulation, large lot, cury 50hp motor, depth
garage. Wooded lot, city schools, central pets.
Year round spring with
$95. a month.
rain. Excellent wildlife
storage building. Call finder, and trolling
Hair Cats $1.00
abounding.
gas heat/electric air with low rtility biNs. 753-9741.
ispesitien.
Motor. Call 753-7787
Buys like this are few 753-3949.
Shampoo,
Shave and Heart $2.75
Extra nice 1 bedroom
after 5p.m.
Priced: Low 70's. 1207 Doran Road. furnished
and far between. Don't 47. Motorcycles
easeeobly priced. Ar
apartment. 1
be
sorry
Call
tomorrow
3
OM
Leisure
Craft
753-9732 or 762-4181.
'
to see evealwp
t?, block from Universtoday at Century 21 1969 450 Honda, 191n. house boat. 120hp Mer•
Open Nears Men., Tees., wed., Than., Fri., Sat.
ity. Open now. Call
y collie, 753-2234.
Call Cruise engine, sleeps 6,
Loretta Jobs Realtors colored t.v
7:30-2:30-753-3685
753-2967 after 5p.m.
436-2384.
753-1492.
57000. 437-4216.

YARD
SALE

1.7

1

J.C. & C.
Sheeting

Moving
Sale

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
75 3 - 03 29
(Home)

For Sale

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontaic
Cadillac

•

'

EXCELLENT
LOCATION

753-3317

Kelloy's Toned
Post Control

Vacation
Bible School

FOR SALE
BY OWNER
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ROOF
'PROBLEMS?

June 1-11
Westside Baptist Church
108 N. 15th Street
Murray, Ky.

Age 2 years thru 8th grade
9:00-11:00 A.M.
For ittforniatiou or transportation
Call 153-8240 - 153-4038
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Brief news items from around the Commonwealth

I OBITUARIES
W.B.Sledd
dies; rites
to be Sunday
William B. Sledd, 76,
817 Hurt Dr., died Friday
at 10:50 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
Born Oct. 14, 1905, in
Marshall County, he was
the son of the late George
Sledd and Serenia Stringer Sledd. He , was a
member of Cherry Corner Baptist Church.
Mr. Sledd is survived
by his wife, Roxie Leek
Sledd, to whom he was
married May 21, 1927;
two sons, Henry Sledd,
Murray, and Robert
Sledd. Fulton; one
brother, Gilbert Sledd,
Paducah.
Also surviving are five
grandchildren and eight
great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Max Churchill
Funeral Home. The Rev.
R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Bethel Baptist Church
Cemetery in Marshall
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after noon
today Saturday

Elbert Edwards
dies; funeral
to be Sunday
Services for Elbert Edwards will be Sunday at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home, Benton.
The Rev. Otis Jones and
the Rev. Aubert Rose will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Haynes Cemetery in Marshall County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Edwards, 71, Rt. 5,
Benton, died Thursday at
5:50 p.m. at Marshall
County Hospital. He was
a retired construction
worker and a member of
Ferguson Springs Baptist
Chuch.
He is survived by his
wife, Della Margaret Edwards; four daughters,
Mrs. Mary Hendrickson,
Mrs. Garnella Norwood,
Mrs. Ruth Ann Green and
Mrs. Sue Reed, all of Benton; two sons, Bobby Lee
Edwards and Joe Lynn
Edwards, both of Benton.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Nadine
Schroader, Almo; three
brothers, Ruby Lee Edwards, Murray, Toy Edwards, Benton, and
Thomas Edwards,
Detroit, Mich.; 14 grandchildren; nine greatgrandchildren.

Walter Collins
dies Friday

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP) — A Louisville dentist has been given five
years' probation for bilking Medicaid out of
$8,826.
Robert Lawrence, who
was sentenced Thursday,
pleaded guilty last month
to two counts of filing
fraudulent claims for
dental services he never
provided.
It was the first conviction won by the Medicaid
Fraud Control unit of the
state attorney general's
office.
Jefferson Circuit Judge
Benjamin Shobe put
Lawrence on probation in
lieu of a two-year priSbn

Walter E. Collins,
native of Calloway County, died Friday at 8:30
a.m. at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. He was 69
years of age and resided
at 631 Elizabeth St.,
Paducah.
The deceased was a
retired employee of
Osborn Lumber Co. A
veteran of World War 11,
he was a member of
United Central
Presbyterian Church.
He is survived by his
wife, Annie Collins; one
daughter, Mrs. Barbara
O'Neal, Paducah; one
son, Gary W. Collins,
North Canton, Ohio; one
sister, Mrs. Joy Childers,
Sikston, Mo.; five grandchildren.
Lindsey Funeral Home
MORGANTOWN, Ky.
of Paducah will be in (AP) — A Butler Circuit
charge of arrangements. Court jury that is
deliberating the fate of a
man accused of killing a
Kentucky State Police
detective has asked to
visit the scene of the
shooting.
The jury began
Services for Mrs. Pearl deliberations Friday in
Pendergrass, wife of the murder trial of Harry
Novil Pendergrass, will Lee Shelor. Judge Carbe today at 2 p.m. at Col- mol Cook granted the
dwater Church of Christ. panel's request to visit
Coleman Crocker and the farm field today.
The jury then retired
Bob Haley will officiate.
Larry Wisehart will for the night.
KSP Detective Darrell
direct the singing.
Pallbearers will be Phelps was killed last
Darrell Brandon, Ed- Aug.7 as he and Sgt. Nomund Gamble, Richard ble Ray investigated a
Price, Leslie Douglas, marijuana field on a farm
Hyland Darnell and Dap near the EdmonsonBazzell. Burial will follow Butler county line.
Shelor was arrested a
in church cemetery with
arrangements by day later at a restaurant
Blalock -Coleman near Cave City and was
Funeral Home where charged with murdering
Phelps as well as with atfriends may call.
Mrs. Pendergrass, 79, tempting to murder Ray.
During the prosecuRt. 1, Farmington, died
Thursday at 11:55 a.m. at tion's presentation, Ray
Murray-Calloway County identified Shelor as the
Hospital.
man who emerged from a
Survivors include her tent in that marijuana
husband, two daughters, field and fired a largeMrs. Kenneth Barnhill caliber pistol at the two
and Mrs. Leon McGary, officers.
one son, Rayburn
Police have said that
Pendergrass, four Phelps was killed by
sisters, four grand- shots from a .30-caliber
children and four great- rifle, which the prosecugrandchildren.
tion contends was fired

urban understanding in
The workshops will be
Kentucky," according to held June 16 at Corbin;
a Farm Bureau release.
June 23 at Prestonsburg;
Vs. Stinnett received June 30 at Northern Kenthe award Thursday at a tucky University in
Farm Bureau seminar in Highland Heights; July
Owensboro.
20 at Lexington and July
A Grayson County 29 at Murray.
native, Ms. Stinnett
--reported on farm and
FRANKFORT, Ky.
education news for 142 (AP) — A reception will
years before become a be held next week to kick
copy editor for the off Louisville Mayor
newspaper in February.
Harvey Sloane's bid for
--governor, the KenFRANKFORT, Ky. tuckians For Sloane Com(AP) — The state Divi- mittee said Friday.
sion of Water will hold a
The fund-raising event,
series of workshops flood- for Sloane supporters and
hazard reduction techni- the media, will be at 6:30
ques for public officials in p.m. Wednesday at Ken99 counties and 209 com- tuckians For Sloane state
munities that have been headquarters in
identified as having flood Frankfort, the group
problems.
said.
The areas were idenStephen L. Miller, an
tified by the federal Owenton lawyer, is chairEmergency Management man of the committee.
Agency.
Sloane ran for governor
The
workshops,
which
in
1979, but was defeated
by Shelor and then abandoned. Police found the are designed for county in the crowded
alleged murder weapon judge-executives, Democratic primary by
mayors, city managers, Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
on Oct.2.
city
and county planners,
--The defense argued
building
officials,
SLAUGHTERS,
Ky.
that Shelor remained a
partner in the marijuana engineers and other (AP) — Two Ohio County
operation because he public officials also will women were killed Frifeared he would be killed cover basic flood plain day when the car in which
4hey were riding collided
if he left. And he said he management concepts.
thought the two officers,
who were clad in jeans
EP THAT GREAT GM
and T-shirts, were men
FEELING
WITH GENUINE
sent to kill him.
Shelor said he fired the
pistol shots in selfdefense and then fled. He
said he heard other shots
as he was running away
but didn't who fired them.
It was only later, he
said, that he found out the
two men were troopers
and that one had been
killed.
1979 Cadillac Sedan DeVille
The judge instructed
the jury that, should it
Dark blue, silver vinyl roof, silver cloth infind Shelor guilty of
terior, loaded with extras. One owner
capital murder, "only to
local. Miles 47xxx.
find him guilty and not fix
753-2617
a penalty."
tru1rr5a.y
The penalty, if one is
deemed necessary, would
be determined in a
GM
separate hearing.
Si ICE
QUAUTY
PARTS
Cook also told the jury
GDIERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION
that Shelor could be
sentenced to up to 20
years in jail if found guilty of attempted murder
and could be fined ;500
and jailed for a year on a
charge of growing marijuana.
term and $10,000 in fines.
Shobe also ordered
Lawrence to pay back the
$8,826 to the Medicaid
program.
--LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Donna Stinnett, a
reporter and copy editor
for the gleaner, Henderson's daily newspaper,
has been chosen the 1982
recipient of the Kentucky
Farm Bureau's communications award to a
writer.
The award has been
presented annually since
1960 to a writer who "has
made an outstanding contribution toward imiprovement of rural-

Shelor trialjury asks
to see shooting scene

Pendergrass
rites today
at church

No other injuries were
reported and no citations
were issued.
OLIVE HILL, Ky.(AP)
— Anthony Glenn Wolfe,
18, of Olive Hill, was killed Friday when the car in
which he was passenger
ran off a road in Carter
Caves State Park, struck
a rock and overturned,
police said.
The other three youths
in the car were not injured.

1.

USAir adds Dallas flight
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — USAir has announced that it will fill
the Louisville-to-Dallas
void created when
American Airlines ended
service between the two
cities last week.
USAir said Friday that
it would begin two daily
non-stop roundtrips between Louisville's Stan-

diford Field and Dallas
on June 11.
USAir won the landing
times at Dallas-Fort
Worth airport in a lottery
conducted by the Federal
Aviation Administration
to parcel out rights
previously held by
bankrupt Braniff International.
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COME SACK
TOMORROW"

TM
COlLECTiNG,
MRS.
PAUL...

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their RY
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

#,

s

So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.
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Vacation Bible School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
7th & POPLAR

A Family Investment
In The Future!
By Wet Horizons Unlimited, Inc.
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C.M.Thomas
dies Friday;
rites Sunday
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Unique Custom Design 8, Engineering

IN aerie

•
'looniest,
411,

Features: Concrete Gunite Construction, Tile Top,
Term° Interior, The Finest Pump, Motor, Filter,
Walk-In Steps, Cantilever Deck, Never Needs Painting.
Backed By Thirty Years Of Pool Building Expertise Of
"T.O." Taylor Native of Murray, Ky.
John Porker
Local Bank Financing Available
Member N.S.P.I.

For Chemicals or
Pool Acces. 753-5429

I

Nash

e
l
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Superior Excellence Of Consistent Quality
Construction
Residential
Commercial

Call 753-5273

:

Sycamore

MEP

SW,

Custom Concrete Gunite
Swimming Pools & Spas

8:30

.30

Locust

Sostip I 34 SI

Chester Millon
Thomas, 53, Rt.1, Almo
died Friday afternoon in
Baptist Hospital, Memphis.
Thomas was a former
employee of Tappan.
Survivors include his
wife, "Toopie" Rowland
Thomas; his mother;
Mrs. Mattie Crutcher
Thomas, Murray; one
daughter and son-in-law,
Sandy and Jerry Fulton,
Murray; three sons and
daughters-in-law, Tony
and Debbie Thomas,
Almo, Barry and Holly
Thomas, Murray, and
Mark and Anita Thomas,
Mayfield; and six grandchildren, Jody, Kelly and
Jonathan Burkeen,
Michael Fulton and
Toinya and Todd
Thomas.
He is preceded in death
by his father "Dole"
Milton Thomas and one
sister, Bonnie Lou
Thomas.
The family asks that
expressions of sympathy
be made to the Calloway
County Cancer Fund.
Graveside services will
be conducted at 7 -p.m.
Sunday at Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Other arrangements are
Incomplete at the J.H.
alurchiliFuneral Home

with a pickup truck at an
intersection near this
Hopkins County community, Kentucky State
Police reported.
The victims were identified as Gladys McCauley, 40, the driver,
and Neva Stofer, 49, both
of rural Hartford. Their
car, westbound on Kentucky 138, was struck in
the side by a pickup truck
tha was driving south on
U.S. 41.
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VACATION BIBLE SCHOOL
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Sinking Saris, NI.

is *Everyone Is Welcome
*Classes For All Ages
*June 7-11
*9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
•••

